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1983 

Emergency Pheasant 

Feeding Program 

During the unprecedented winter of 1983-84, the Section of 
Wildlife and hundreds of volunteers devoted thousands of hours for 
winter pheasant feeding effort. About $100,000 of Section of Wildlife 
money was used, in addition to several hundred thousand dollars worth 
of donated corn and manpower. Public awarenes of farmland wildlife 
issues was heightened by this remarkable blend of public and private 
cooperation. 

The 1984 pheasant population declined by 49% from the preceding 
year, but probably would have dropped even more without this effort. 
By creating public awareness and concern, more habitat development and 
protection will occur. 

Each fall we should be fully prepared to meet winter with food 
plots, feeder cribs and winter cover plantings so winter losses are 
reduced. Emergency feeding like that of last winter is rarely needed, 
but when similar conditions arise again, the Section of Wildlife will 
act. This booklet will provide the necessary historical data and 
techniques for such an effort. 

Roger Holmes - Chief 
Section of Wildlife 
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SUMMARY OF 1983-84 FARMLAND WINTER FEEDING EMERGENCY 

On December 22, 1983 the Department of Natural Resources declared a 

"pheasant winter feeding emergency" for the first time since 1962. A tremendous 

amount of time, money, and effort was spent during the course of this emergency 

in the distribution of corn and other grain to both pheasants and deer. A large 

amount of information was gathered together and much was learned regarding winter 

feeding of wildlife. This report attempts to summarize some of this information 

so that if or when another feeding emergency is announced, a reference will be 

available. 

Late November and December, 1983 brought record snowfalls over much of 

Minnesota which persisted until mid-March, as indicated by the November 30 thru 

April 11 weekly snow depth maps distributed by the State Climatology Office 

(Figure 1). Extremely cold temperatures and blowing snow combined with the 

record snowfalls to produce hazardous conditions for pheasants and other farmland 

wildlife. This prompted the Section of Wildlife to declare a pheasant winter 

feeding emergency in an attempt to get food to as many of the pheasant 

concentrations as possible. A December 23 memo (Attachment 1) was sent to all 

wildlife personnel outlining plans and procedures to be followed through the 

emergency. DNR offices were swamped with phone calls from the publc during this 

period as a result of newspaper articles and press coverage and it became obvious 

that a large amount of grain was required. 

On the same day that the emergency was declared, Commissioner Alexander 

requested and received from the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) the release of 

15,000 bushels of surplus corn (Attachment 2). The authority for this release 



came from Public Law 87-152 and a 1962 Memorandum of Agreement between the state 

and CCC (Attachment 3). The request was coordinated with the United States Fish 

and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 

Service (ASCS) and the CCC. On January 10, an additional 50,000 bushels of corn 

was requested from the CCC as it soon became apparent that the initial allocation 

would run short. (Attachment 4). 

Bids were secured from grain elevators and farm co-ops to haul the corn from 

the depot (Victoria Grain Co., Minneapolis), bag it in 50 pound sacks, and ship 

it to area wildlife offices or distribution centers. Later the firms were also 

asked to marR each bag with the following label: DNR GRAIN WILDLIFE FEEDING 

PURPOSES ONLY. It was estimated that each bagging firm would, at most, be able 

to bag and ship one truckload of corn (20-24 tons) per day. Thus, 2 separate 

firms were contracted to do the bagging so that corn shipments could keep up with 

anticipated demand. Bagging contracts ¥ere awareded to Anson Bros. Grain Company 

from Hastings and E.J. Houle, Inc., from Forest Lake. Anson's then made their 

own arrangements for.transporting the corn, while Michael Peterson from Chisago 

City secured a separate bid to do the trucking for Houle's. .Attachment 5 shows 

copies of the bids from Anson, Houle and Peterson. 

Area managers were asked to locate corn storage depots in their work area 

from which bagged corn could be distributed. The first load of bagged corn was 

delivered on December 30. 1983, and deliveries continued until the final load on 

March 13, 1984. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the Anson and Houle bagging and 

delivery operations Note that in addition to CCC corn, 4,000 bushels of mixed 

small grains was donated by Fritz Rahr of Shakopee. This was mixed in with the 

corn (50-50 ratio) and bagged also. Table 3 summarizes corn deliveries while 

Table 4 shows costs associated with the bagging and shipping operations. 
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The quality of the corn varied quite a bit from shipment to shipment. 

Generally, whenever Victoria Grain Company started in on,a new bin, the first few 

loads from that bin were of very poor quality. Quality also differed from bin to 

bin. The overall quality of the first 15,000 bushels was about 40% damaged. the 

quality of the second allotment (50,000 bushels) was much improved and ran about 

15-20% damaged. Both deer and pheasants readily ate the corn indicating the 

palatibility was not a problem. However, there was some concern over the safety 

of feeding the damaged corn to deer and pheasants and consequently, the Minnesota 

Department of Agriculture was asked to test the corn for aflatoxin level. This 

test cost $135.00 and found that the aflatoxin concentration was well within the 

safe limits. Livestock and poultry experts from the University of Minnesota were 

also consulted and it was their opinion that the corn would not harm either 

pheasants or deer. The grain was low in protein and thus would not have been 

suitable for feed if weight grain was the primary consideration or if fed during 

the breeding season. However, for a maintenance diet such as the one planned for 

wildlife, the food was adequate. 

Several news releases were issued by the St. Paul wildlife staff throughout 

the emergency in an effort to keep the public and the press informed (Attachment 

6). In addition, many area managers issued their own releases to suit their 

needs (Attachment 7). There was a great deal of interest generated by the public 

over the emergency, especially in the Twin Cities area and around the larger 

cities of Mankato, Rochester and St. Cloud. Counties with·active sportsmen's 

groups also generated a lot of interest. 

Cash donations were received in St. Paul and approximately $1,500 was 

collected and placed in a gift account for purchasing grain. Also, 400 bushels 

of corn was contributed by Cargill from various elevators and terminals 

throughout the state. Volunteers who called in to the St. Paul office were sent 
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information on how they could help (Attachment 8) glong with instructions on the 

construction of feeder cribs and pheasant feeding techniques (Attachment 9). 

At the start of the emergency, deer were concentrated throughout the 

farmland zone but they were still in good shape. Thus, most of the corn in 

January went to pheasants. However, as the winter wore on, it became evident 

that some deer would eventually require feeding. 1In fact, a large portion of the 

corn distributed in February and March was used to feed concentrations of deer 

and to shortstop depredating deer. Plans were also developed to distribute corn 

in bulk (using dump trucks) from New Ulm to some of the large deer 

concentrations, but mild weather made these plans unnecessary. Throughout the 

winter, pheasant cribs and feeding sites were maintained in most cases. 

All of the corn received from CCC was shelled. Cobbed corn would have been 

preferred, especially for pheasants, and area managers purchased a deal of cobbed 

corn for their feeders. Shelled corn could not be used well in conventional wire 

cribs (Attachment 9) but several alternative crib designs were developed (Figure 
.~ 

2). Corn placed on top of a mat of straw or hay also worked well and, in fact, 

it was found that placing straw or hay near any feeding location seemed to help 

draw birds to the site. 

Attachment 10 is a 1982 memo from Al Bern~r which outlines food and energy 

requirements of deer and pheasants during winter weather. As a rule, deer 

require about 3 pounds of corn per day while pheasants need about 4 ounces per 

day. Thus, for each month that a feeding program takes place, each deer being 

fed would require about 90 pounds of corn and each pheasant would need 

approximately 7.5 pounds. This assumes that corn is the only food being 

consumed. However, deer in the farmland zone manage best if provided with a 

combination of corn and high quality legume hay. 

As a result of high deer population levels and the severe weather, many 
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landowners reported deer depredation problems, especially those farmers who had 

unharvested soybeans. In fact, soybeans were seen as a preferred food for both 

pheasants and deer. If area managers were contacted early enough in the winter, 

food plots were purchased in anticipation of further losses. Attachment 11 

outlines "Statewide Standards for Emergency Corn Food Plot Purchases" dated 

November, 1982. An effort was also made to prevent deer from using fields by 

placing corn near the field to "shortstop" the deer. 

Although very little feeding was attempted for forest zone deer in 1983-84, 

some information was gathered together on this subject in anticipation of a large 

scale program. Attachment 12 gives the formula used to prepare deer food 

pellets; Attachment 13 outlines methods for deer feeder protection; and 

Attachment 14 is a copy of a Manitoba publication entitled "Meals on Wheels for 

Deer". 

Throughout the emergency, an effort was made to collect pheasant and deer 

carcasses to examine for evidence of starvation. A 1962 memo (Attachment 15) 

regarding storm mortality and starvation of pheasants shows that healthy adult 

males normally weigh about 3 pounds while healthy females weigh about 2-1/2 

pounds. However, starving birds may only weigh half as much. Malnourished birds 

have a prominent keel with very little breast muscle, little or no body fat, 

empty crop or gizzard, and a dark green or black gizzard lining (compared to a 

normal light green). 

Dead deer were easier to find and quite a few were examined. Deer were sent 

to Madelia Reseach where they were aged, weighed, and checked for general 

condition, body fat, kidney fat, and femur marrow fat (Attachment 16). 

Attachment 17 describes effects and signs of malnutrition in Wyoming ruminants. 

Much of this information is applicable to Minnesota deer. 

While it is hard to measure the success of the feeding program, some obvious 
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benefits occurred. As mentioned earlier, the respnnse by the public was 

tremendous. Many sportsmen's groups became actively involved and worked closely 

with managers in the feeding efforts. Also, many people became aware of the 

problem facing farmland wildlife, suggesting that habitat improvement efforts in 

the future will be more readily accepted. From a public relations standpoint, 

the program was a success. Finally, although deer and especially pheasant losses 

did occur, there is little doubt that the emergency feeding efforts did succeed 

in helping to bring many animals through the severe winter • 

. ~ 
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SF-00006-03 Attachment 1 
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT Natural Resources - Wildlife Off ice Memorandum 

TO: All Wildlife Personnel DATE: 12-23-83 

FROM: Roger Holmes PHONE: 296-3344 

SUBJECT: Winter Wildlife Emergency 

Pheasants 

On December 22 as you have probably already learned from the media, we 
declared a pheasant feeding emergency in the Southwest, South Central and 
Central portions of Minnesota. A news release is attached explaining the 
severity of the situation and volunteer nature of the program. The program 
will very likely expand to the entire pheasant range so all those managers 
should be prepared to be involved. 

To date this what has occurred: 
1. The Commissioner requested and received an initial release of 15,000 

bushels of corn from the Commodity Credit Corporation. This grain will 
be bagged and shipped at DNR expense beginning Tuesday, December 27, to 
locations to be selected by Area Managers. Please decide on your depot 
site by Tuesday. Area offices might be best. The grain can be piled 
outside on the lawn or parking lot if no inside storage is available. 
It will probably be sacked in 50 pound bags. Contact Tim Bremicker 
after you decide on drop off points in Regions 1, III, IV, V and Metro. 

2. The St. Paul and Minneapolis papers will be running large articles on 
pheasant feeding Sunday, December 25. Obher state papers will be noti
fied by news releases plu~ photos of crib feeders as designed by Scharf. 
KSTP, KSMP, WCCO and WTCN were also present at the news conference on 
December 22. 

3. Pheasants Forever has established a gift account at the Commercial State 
Bank of St. Paul for donations. This money will be used to purchase 
corn. Their membership will be coordinating gifts as well as feeding 
programs. If you have an active pheasant group in your area, please 
contact them as soon as possible. 

4. Free grain is still being solicited. As offers come into St. Paul, in
formation will be passed to area managers. 

These steps will be followed by Section field people in the pheasant 
range: 
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1. PHIP funds and donations will be made available for shelled or ear corn 
purchase. (Gifts to DNR should be made to "Minnesota State Treasurer -
Pheasant Fund" and mailed to the Central Office.) Please verify the 
amount you anticipate needing with Regional Supervisors, who in turn 
should notify Tim. 

2. Contact grain or feed elevators or farmers (if they can supply ear corn) 
to purchase corn and set up delivery points at key sites. Volunteers 
will be permitted to pick up corn from these vendors only after clear
ance from you. A signed voucher or telephone call to the elevator 
should suffice. Because we must control the flow of corn, premission 
to volunteers is mandatory. Elevators should be requested by you to 
maintain records of grain transfers. Volunteers should show some iden
tification and also sign for corn delivered. I would recommend that you 
monitor transfers daily for the first several weeks. Vendor numbers for 
elevators will be required prior to payment, so please provide regional 
business managers with: 

Companies 

Farmers 

Federal Identification # 
State Identification # 
Address 

Name, Address and Soc. Sec. # (Must have S.S. #to 
become vendor) 

Regional Supervisors and Wilma should also be notified as to names and ven
dors. 

3. Media involvement should be maximized stressing the needs of long-term 
feeding, volunteer efforts, donated corn, and of course pheasant habitat 
requirements. Photos of feeders are enclosed for newspaper usage. 

4. Please report stressed and dead birds to regional office as well as 
St. Paul. We need further documentation. 

5. If you feel it is necessary, rent a snowmobile so you can assess 
pheasant wintering conditions. They should rent for about $250/month. 
Sleds to haul corn may also be part of the package. Contact your Reg

ional Business Managers for assistance in processing requests. 

Deer 
The situation for deer is not critical yet, but we are planning for 

problems later. Three levels of involvement exist: monitoring, 
depredations and starvation. 

1. Increased monitoring is necessary this winter to locate deer concen
trations. Private aircraft rental to intensify surveys is permissible 
although attempt to use Department aircraft first. Use annual survey 
formats wherever possible. 

2. Depredations will be handled pursuant to Standards for Emergency Corn 
Food Plot Purchase issued on 11/5/82 (attached). The payment schedules 
(also attached) are those developed in 1982. These rates still repre-
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sent a fair estimate of the input costs. Use these same rates when pur
chasing corn or other food to short stop a herd. You are authorized to 
use PHIP funds for these purchases. Please be very judicious in their 
expenditure and seek regional approval prior to utilization. Send an 
extra copy of the food plot agreement to St. Paul. PHIP expenditures 
made for this purpose will be summarized and reconciled with the deer 
program 1 a ters. 

3. Unless winter conditions moderate drastically, significant deer starva
tion will occur this winter. To maximize benefits of any feeding pro
gram designed to reduce the effects of starvation, emphasis will be 
placed on saving adult does. A plan is being developed to start feed
ing in l&te winter, if necessary. More infdrmation will be sent out 
later. In the meantime, please advise me of any deer (other than late 
fawns) at or near starvation that you are aware of. 

An emergency deer feeding fund has been established. Checks may be 
made out to "Minnesota State Treasurer -- Deer Fund". 

Attached is a copy of a draft release which provides additional 
information. 

When assessing and providing food resources for deer or pheasant, refer 
to the graphs that are attached. 

_; 
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Attachment 2 

~~T~T~©'jjffe\ 
~ITTDEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

BOX , 500 LAFAYETTE ROAD • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA • 55146 

DNR INFORMATION 
(612) 296-6157 

December 22, 1983 

Harvey K. Nelson 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Federal Building 
Fort Snelling 
Twin Cities, MN 55111 

Dear Mr. Nelson: 

This is to inform you that the Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources, has declared a pheasant emergency throughout most of 
southern Minnesota. The extreme cold, compounded by deep snow, and 
lack of standing corn left in the field has placed 150,000 birds in 
extreme peril. This zone is expected to enlarge placing most of 
Minnesota's pheasant population (600,000) under severe stress. 

At present an enormous public volunteer effort is under way to 
reach pheasants with donated food, however, we anticipate deficits of 
donated grain within a short period of time. We are, therefore, 
requesting your assistance in obtaining Commodity Credit Cooperation 
stored grain. Shelled corn, stored in southern Minnesota is preferred. 
The Department of Natural Resources is prepared to pay for bagging and 
shipment, if required. Please request an initial transfer of 15,000 
bushels (est. 420 tons). 

Upon approval please have U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and USDA 
personnel coordinate shipments with MN/DNR - Section of Wildlife Staff 
member, Timothy Bremicker (612-296-3344). 

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter. 

JNA:tb 

Yours truly, 

JOSEPH N. ALEXANDER 
Commissioner 
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Attachment 3 MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENl 

Minnesota 
(STATE) 

Emergency Resident Wildlife Feeding Program 

This Memorandum of Agreement is entered into between the State of 
Minnesota (hereinafter referred to as the St~t~}iand the Commodity Credit 
Corporation, '0.s. Department of Agriculture (he~~inafter referred to as CCC) 
pursuant to Public Law 87-152, 87th Congress, approved August 17, 1961 (75 
Stat. 389) (hereinafter referred to as the Act) which authorizes the State 
to requisition certain Government-owned grain for emergency resident 
wildlife feeding upon a finding by the Secretary of the Interior that some 
or all of the State is included in an area that is threatened with serious 
damage or loss to resident game birds and other resident wildlife from 
starvation. 

1. The State will be represented by the State agency that has fish 
and game supervisory authority within the State and that has signed 
this Memorandum of Agreement as the properly authorized represen
tative of the State. The execution of the Agreement will consti
tute a representation of a proper delegation of authority in the 
signatory agencies to carry out the provisions thereof. 

2. As far in advance of desired shipment as possible, the State will 
requisition from CCC grain desired for the purpose contemplated in 
the Act. The requisition may~be in the form of a Purchase Order, 
or other printed form normally used for acquiring materials or 
services or may be in letter form. The requisition must be 
numbered and must identify the Act under which the requisition is 
made and state the quantity and variety of grain desired, alternate 
varieties that would be acceptable, whether grain is to be in bulk or 
if in bags, the type and size of the bags, date of delivery desired, 
name and address of consignee, and p~oper delivery address if grain 
is to be made available or delivered at a point different than that 
of the address of the consignee. Requisitions are to be directed 
to the Director, Grain Division, Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington 
25, D.C. 

3. At the same time (or previous thereto if possible) that application 
is made to CCC for grain to feed resident wildlife pursuant to the 
Act, the State must, either by telephone, telegram, or letter, notify 
the Regional Director at the Regional Office of the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife of the U.S. Department of Interior having 
administrative jurisdiction over Bureau activities in the State concern
ed that application for such grain has been, or will be made. Such 
notification must contain information as to the species of wildlife 
and the area involved, the quantity and kind of grain being requisi
tioned, the conditions creating the emergency and such other informa
tion as to be made by the Secretary of the Interior before the requisi-
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tion of the State can be fulfilled. Grain will be made available by CCC 
only after a finding by the Secretary of the Interior that an area with
in the State is threatened with serious damage or loss to resident game 
birds and other resident wildlife, from starvation. 

4. CCC will inform the State of the ASCS Commodity Office which will select 
the storage point at which the grain will be made available or from 
which the grain will be packaged or shipped if the requisition provides 
for packaging or delivery. The ASCS Commodity Office will advise con
signee directly of the storage location of the grain, if the grain is to 
be delivered at such location or its expected time of arrival at the 
delivery point specified. 

5. Grain will be made available to the State at no charge to the extent 
that bulk grain is taken at point of storage where the grain is located 
at the time the requisition is received. In the event that the State 
wishes the grain to be bagged or otherwise packaged and delivered to one 
or more points within the State, CCC will invoice the State for any ex
penses incurred in the packaging or transportation of such grain and the 
State agrees to reimburse CCC upon presentation of properly executed 
invoices. 

6. Delivery and passage of title to the grain shall be effected by 
transfer and delivery of warehouse receipts, bills of lading, or other 
evidence of title to the person(s) specified in the requisition. 
Responsibility for all grains acceptd by consignees shall pass to the 
State upon such delivery, including responsibilities for providing, or 
causing to be provided proper facilities for the handling, storage and 
disposal of such grains. 

7. The State shall use the grain supplied pursuant to requisitions issued 
hereunder only for the purpose of meeting emergency situations described 
in Section 1 of the Act. Such grain shall not.be sold, exchanged or 
disposed of in any other manner, unless with the prior approval of CCC. 

8. The State shall not reduce its normal commercial purchases of grain, or 
sell or otherwise commercially dispose of any grain grown or otherwise 
acquired in conjunction with wildlife feeding programs, as a result of 
receiving grain from CCC pursuant to the Act. 

9. Grain made available by.CCC pursuant to this Memorandum of Agreement 
shall be grain of such qualities as determined by CCC to be available 
for the purpose of the emergency wildlife feeding program. 

10. This Agreement shall be effective as of the date of the last signature 
hereto, and may be terminated upon written request of either party. 
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Director, Grain Division 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 

Service 

(Name, Title and Agency of Authorized 
Representative of the State) 

.~ 
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Attachment 4 

STATE OF 

[NJ(M(g~©u~ 

E T T L RES R ES 
BOX 500 LAFAYETTE ROAD • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA • 55146 

DNR INFORMATION 
(612) 296-6157 

January 10, 1984 

Mr. Harvey K. Nelson 
U.s. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Federal Bldg., Fort Snelling 
Twin Cities, MN 55155 

Dear Mr. Nelson: 

By Friday, January 14, the Section of Wildlife will have supplied each Area 
Wildlife Manager in the affected pheasant range with approximately 20 tons of 
shelled corn donated by the Commodity Credit Corporation. This totals 420 tons 
statewide and consumes our initial request of 15,000 bushels. Public response 
has been nothing less than fantastic, consequently shortfalls at many feed depots 
are expected within 5 days or possibly sooner, if weather conditions worsen. 

Please, as soon as possible, make the necessary arrangements with Commo
dity Credit Corporation to release another 50,000 bushels of shelled corn. 

We are prepared to accept the full request from the previous supplier 
(Victoria Grain Company of Minneapolis) as the condition of the corn has improved 
markedly since the first shipments on Decemeber 27. Earlier loads weight tested 
well, however, a 50-60% heat damage plus a strong musky/moldy odor was noted. 
Thankfully this grain tested less than 10 parts per billion for Aflotoxin making 
it suitable for avian food, although its palatability is possibly diminished. We 
would prefer not to accept grain exceeding 40% damage nor possessing a moldy 
order. CCC grain stores in southern and western Minnesota would also be 
acceptable suppliers. 

Your excellent assistance in obtaining the earlier shipment was much 
appreciated. Please extend our tha~ks to your staff. 

Tim Bremicker (296-3344) should be contacted for coordination. 

JNA:tb 

cc: Roger Holmes 

Yours truly, 

JOSEPH N. ALEXANDER 
Commissioner 
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Attachment 5 Grain Hauling, Bagging, and Delivery 

Formal Bid 

Vendor name: Anson Bros. Grain Co., Inc. 
Box 548 
Hastings, Minn. 55033 

The i~bSVe vendor agrees to: 

1) Transpbr~: ~ulk corn from the Victoria Grain Co., 31st and California N.E., 
Minneapolis, Minn. to his facility in Hastings,Minn. at a rate of 10¢ per 
bushel. 

2) Use trucks with a minimum load capacity of t~enty (20) tons. 

3) Be available from 12/29/83 through 4/1/84 with ample notice. 

4) Provide a Certificate of Insurance covering the period of 12/29/83 
through 4/1/84 for the following: 

--Liability, including auto, of $100,000 per individual and 
$500,000 per occurrence 

--Property damage of $50,000 
--Worker's Compensation as required by State law 

5) Bag bulk corn in 50 lb. bags at a cost of 55¢ per bushel; supplying bags 
with no special printing or marking and providing sufficient labor. 

6) To store corn temporarily at no charge. 

7) Deliver bagged corn to various sites throughout Minnesota at the following 
rate: 

--25¢ per bushel for the first 30 miles 
--Additional 1¢ increments per bushel for each 10 miles after 

30 miles. 

8) Invoice to the State shall be accompanied by mileage logs. 

The above conditions agreed to by Mr. Dennis Anson, 12/27/83 per telephone. 

(Please send formal acknowledgement upon receipt of this Purchase Order #713813). 
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Bulk Grain Bagging 

Formal Bid 

Vendor name: E.J. Houle, Inc. 
Box 370 
Forest Lake, Minn. 55025 

The above vendor agrees to: 

1) Bag bulk corn in 50 lb. bags at a cost of $24.60 per ton; supplying bags 
with no special printing or marking and to provide sufficient labor. 

2) Provide a Certificate of Insurance showing proof of Worker's Compensation 
and Property Damage coverage of $50,000 in force for the period of 12/29/83 
through 4/1/84. 

3) Store corn temporarily at no charge. 

The vendor also requires from the State any compensation for damaged 
and/or non-returned pallets. 

The above conditions agreed to by Mr. Willard Houle, 12/27/83 per telephone. 

(Please send formal acknowledgement upon receipt of this Purchase Order #713815). 
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Bulk Corn Pick-up and Delivery; 
Bagged Corn Pick-up and Delivery 

Vendor: Michael Peterson 
8350 Wyoming Trail 
Chisago City, MN 55013 

The above vendor agrees to: 

Formal Bid 

1) Transport ·bulk corn from the Victoria Grain Co~, 31st and California NE 
Minneapolis, Minn. to the E.J. Houle Co., Inc., Forest Lake, Minn. at 
a rate of 30¢ per 100 wt. 

2) Use trucks with a minimum load capacity of twenty (20) tons. 

3) Be available from 12/29/83 through 4/1/84 with ample notice. 

4) Transport bagged corn from the E.J. Houle Co., Inc., Forest Lake, Minn. 
to various sites throughout Minnesota at a rate of $1.80 per running mile 
for the same time period; using trucks with a minimum load capacity of 
twenty (20) tons. 

5) Provide a Certificate of Insurance covering the period of 12/29/83 through 
4/1/84 for the following: 

--Liability, including auto, of $100,000 per individual and 
$500,000 per occurrence 

--Property damage of $50,000 
.~ 

6) Invoices to the State shall be accompanied by mileage logs. 

The above conditions agreed to by Mr. Willard Houle on behalf of 
Michael Peterson, 12/27/83 per telephone. 

(Please send formal acknowledgement upon receipt of this Purchase Order #713816). 
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Table 1. Summary of Anson and Houle bagging operations 

Bagged and delivered by: Anson Houle's Total 

Loads 31 20 51 

Tons 756 455 1 '211 

Pounds 1,512,000 910,000 2,422,000 

Bushels 27,000 16,250 43,250 

Table 2. Summary of Anson and Houle grain allotments. 

Grain Shipments To: An sons Houles Total 

CCC Corn (bushels) 8,000 7,000 15,000 

CCC Corn (bushels) 15,000 15,oooA 30,000 

CCC Corn (bushels) 5,oooB 5,oooB 10,000 

Rahr mixed grains (bushels) 4,000 -0- 4,000 

A. Only part-used 

B. Not used at all-transferred from New Ulm. An additional 8,000 bushels 
of CCC Corn was released at New Ulm for use in bulk deliveries, but 
this was not used. 
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Table 3 

Manager Work Area Load 1 Load 2 Loag 3 Load 4 Load 5 Load 6 

Rob Naplin Chippewa Jan. 6 Jan. 24 Jan. 24 Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Mar. 13 
Kandiyohi 
Meeker 

Larry Nelson Region 4 Jan. 9 Jan. 23 Feb. 1 Feb. 15 
LeRoy Dahlke Lac qui Parle Jan. 5 Jan. 20 Jan. 27 Feb. 14 

Yellow Medicine 
Dave Soehren Swift Jan. 5 Jan. 20 Jan. 27 Feb. 14 

Big Stone 
Bob Meyer Lincoln Jan. 5 Jan. 20 Jan. 26 Feb. 2 

Lyon 
Roy Nelson Lesueur Jan. 4 Jan. 19 Jan. 25 Feb. 10 

~lue Earth 
Faribault 

_Waseca 
Lloyd Knudson Anoka Dec. 30 Jan. 17 Feb. 10 (1/2) 

Ramsey 
Washington 

Gordy Gust Hennepin Jan. 3 Jan. 17 Feb. 10 (1/2) 
Carver 
Scott 
Dakota 

Ken Bonnema Renville Jan. 3 Jan. 19 Feb. 8 
Redwood 

John Idstrom Dodge Jan. 10 Jan. 18 Feb. 7 
Freeborn 
Rice 
Steele 

Jack Heather Goodhue Jan. 6 Jan. 18 
Mower 
Olmsted 

Paul Bremer McCleod Jan. 9 Feb. 3 
Nicollet 
Sibley 

Mike Mauer Sherburne Jan. 11 Feb. 9 (1/2) 
Stearns 
Wright 

Gordy Neilsen Clay Jan. 11 Feb. 14 
Ottertail 
Wilken 

Jerry Larson Douglas Jan. 13 Feb. 7 
Pope 

John Scharf Grant Jan. 13 Feb. 7 
Stevens 
Traverse 

Gary Johnson Benton Jan. 17 Feb. 9 (1/2) 
Morrison 
Todd 

Madelia Region 4 Jan. 31 Feb. 16 
Doug Wells Cottonwood Jan. 4 

Jackson 
Martin 
Watowan 
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P. Loegering Murray Jan. 10 
Nobles 
Pipestone 
Rock 

Nick Gulden Fillmore Jan. 12 
Houston 
Winona 

Carlos Avery 
(Storage) Region 6 Feb. 28 Mar. 1 Mar. 2 
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Source of Money 

Gift Account 

PHIP 

Amount 

$ 1,447 

53,941 

Use 

Purchase corn, volunteers 

Bagging and Shipping 

Table 4. Summary of costs associated with bagging and hauling of CCC corn. 
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Attachment 6 December 30, 1983 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE DNR ANNOUNCES PHEASANT FEEDING PROGRAM 

According to Department of Natural Resources officials, deep drifing snows 

and sub-zero temperatures, intensified by wind, are creating severe problems for 

wildlife in parts of Minnesota. The area most affected lies west of U.S. Highway 52 

and south of I-94. 

Wintering conditions for pheasants, Hungarian partridge and most songbirds 

are now rated as very poor and the birds in most areas are having difficulty 

finding food and shelter. Pheasants and Huns have already suffered some weight 

loss and may be expected to lose weight more quickly as snow and cold weather 

continues. 

The condition of Minnesota's deer herd is at this time rated good; however, 

monitoring is being intensified, particularly in the south central, southwest 

and west central portions of the state. More information on Minnesota's deer 

herd will be provided throughout the winter. 

Officials said it is very unusual for pheasants to encounter starvation 

problems, and the last feeding emergency was in 1962. But the extended, evenly 

distributed deep snows and cold temperatures experienced this year are unprecedented. 

Birds are normally able to exist on a variety of small grains and weed seeds and 

can usually find food under average winter conditions, but deep snow compounded by 

extensive early fall plowing covered many food sources. 

Sportsmen's clubs, farmers and individuals wishing to feed pheasants, Huns 

and other wildlife are still being urged by the DNR to feed in known problem areas. 

Officials stressed that the food be placed in or near cover known to contain 

pheasants and that the food not be placed near roads because of traffic mortality. 

Once started, a feeding program must be continued until spring, officials cautioned. 

The preferred technique is putting ear corn in elevated cylindrical cribs 

made of fencing. Each pheasant will require about 1/2 bushel of corn for the 

four months of winter. A 2 foot diameter, 4 foot high crib will hold about 5 

bushels of ear corn. This will feed 20 pheasants for 60 days. More will be 

required if deer, squirrels and other wild animals are also present. 
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Cribs should be located at sites where wind will sweep them free of snow, 

but they must also be near good winter shelter. Plans for feeder cribs are available from 

DNR Wildlife field offices. 

If ear corn i$ not available, shelled corn can be used. It should be put 

in a feeder, or at least put on a straw mat or cardboard. 

"In some areas pheasants appear to be finding sufficient food from corn plots 

established on Wildlife Management Areas, other public lands and on private lands 

cost-shared through the DNR Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program," said Roger 

Holmes, Chief of the Section of Wildlife. 

"Although we have established about 11,000 acres of food plots for wildlife 

this winter, this is only one food plot per 10 square miles. Ideally we should 

have a food plot for every 2.5 square miles, or 20,000 food plots. 

"If food plots are depleted, Area Wildlife Managers will be replenishing them 

soon. Consequently, volunteers should be concentrating on pheasant feeding on 

private lands. Remember to contact landowners before entering private lands." 

Officials also emphasize that winter is normally the critical time of year 

for most wildlife species. The best way to manage for winter is by developing 

and maintaining permanent wildlife habitat, which includes adequate cover and 

food resources. 

The Department of Natural Resources wil~ be providing corn through a network 

of grain elevator and supply depots. Corn to be supplied at Area Wildlife Office 

depots was supplied free, as provided for in federal law, by the Commodity Credit 

Corporation, a subsidiary of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

Corn available at elevators was purchased by the Department of Natural 

Resources with Pheasant Habitat Stamp funds. Supplies will be made available to 

sportsmen clubs, FFA Chapters, 4-H Groups, and individuals upon approval of Area 

Wildlife Managers. 

These steps should be followed: 

(1) Area Wildlife Managers should be contacted to verify need, location of 

feeding site and number of birds to be fed. 

(2) Area Wildlife Manager will approve grain pickup at elevator or supply depot. 

(3) The organization or individual will sign a voucher at the grain elevator 

or depot indicating volume of grain picked up. 

(4) Those unable to contact an Area Manager may use the DNR toll free number 

1-800-652-9747, 296-6157, or 296-4799. These requests will be forwarded 

to the field. 
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PHEASANT FEEDING PROGRAM (cont'd 

Following is a list of area wildlife managers, the counties they are 

responsible for, and the supply depots. All these depots should be supplied 

with corn by January 6th: 

Manager 

Lloyd Knudson 
612-464-5200 

Gordon Gust 
612-464-5200 

Dick Tuszynski 
612-689-2832 

Mike Maurer 
612-255-4279 

Gary Johnson 
612-632-2321 

Nick Gulden 
507-457-5486 

Jack Heather 
507-457-5486 

John Idstrom 
507-451-9282 

Roy Nelson 
507-359-6713 

Paul Bremer 
612-237-5274 

Counties 

Washington 
Ramsey 
Anoka 

Hennepin 
Carver 
Scott 
Dakota 

Mille Lacs 
Isanti 
Chisago 

Wright 
Sherburne 
Stearns 

Todd 
Morrison 
Benton 

Wabasha 
Winona 
Fillmore 
Houston 

Goodhue 
Olmsted 
Mower 
Rice 
Steele 
Dodge 
Freeborn 

Le Sueur 
Blue Earth 
Waseca 
Faribault 

McCleod 
Sibley 
Nfoollet 

Location of Corn 

Carlos Avery Wildlife Management Area 
Forest Lake 

Main Street Elevator, Farmington 
Hennepin Cooperative Feed Exchange, 
intersection of State Hwy's 101 and 
152, Dayton 

915 S. Hwy. 65, Cambridge 

DOT Building, 3725 12th St. No., Box 370 
St. Cloud 

Ag. Service Center, 1 mile north of 
Little Falls on Hwy., 371, Little Falls 

Whitewater Wildlife Management Area 
Headquarters 

2300 Silver Creek Rd., NE, Rochester 

Parvena Elev., 104 NE 2nd St., Faribault 
Owatonna Elevator, 605 No.Cedar, Owatonna 

North Mankato City Maintenance Office, 
Webster Ave., North Mankato 

Paul Bremer farm, near intersection of 
CSAH 9, Sibley County & County Rd. 9 
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Ken Bonnema 
507-637-2320 

Larry Nelson 
507-354-2196 

Doug Wells 
507-831-2465 

Bob Meyer 
507-537-6250 

Pete Schaefer 
507-836-6919 

LeRoy Dahlke 
612-598-7641 

Dave Soehren 
612-289-2493 

Rob Naplin 
612-231-5163 

John Scharf 
612-589-1030 

Gerald Larson 
612-634-4573 

Gordon Nielsen 
218-739-7576 

Renville 
Redwood 
Brown 

New Ulm Area 

Cottonwood 
Watowan 
Martin 
Jackson 

Lincoln 
Lyon 

Pipestone 
Murray 
Nobles 
Rock 

Lac qui Parle 
Yellow Medicine 

Big Stone 
Swift 

Chippewa 
Kandiyohi 
Meeker 

Traverse 
Grant 
Stevens 

Douglas 
Pope 

Ottertail 
Clay 
Wilkin 

_; 

Ill 

Armory Square Building, Redwood Falls 

DNR Regional Headquarter, New Ulm 

Talcot Lake Wildlife Management Area 

1400 E. Lyon, Marshall 

Talcot Lake Wildlife Management Area 

Lac qui Parle Wildlife Management Area 

Lac qui Parle Wildlife Management Area 

Near intersection of Kandiyohi Co. Rds. 
10 and 8, Spicer 

701 Iowa Avenue, Morris 

DNR Headquarters, Glenwood 

1221 Fir Ave. E., Fergus Falls 
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ALEXANDER THANKS ALL WHO 

HELP ON PHEASANT EMERGENCY 

"Sportsmen and other Minnesotans who value the state's rich wildlife heritage 

have shown their commitment to conservation during the winter pheasant feeding 

emergency," Commissioner of Natural Resources Joseph Alexander declared this week. 

Thousands of citizen volunteers and DNR employees have distributed 2 i/4 million 

pounds of corn to Minnesota wildlife so far this winter, said Alexander. 

"In fact, I am sure that we do not have an accurate tally of all of the corn put 

out, since hundreds of persons purchased and distributed the feed at their own 

expense, "he said. 

Alexander emphasized that DNR employees alone could never have undertaken such a 

widespread program and he credited farmers, sportsmen, snowmobile clubs, 4H groups, 

individuals and Future Farmers of American chapters with making it a success. 

He expressed the Department's gratitude to all those who have contributed their 

time, effort and funds and asked that they continue feeding until the emergency is 

officially declared over. 

"We have another million pounds of corn that will be made available at previously 

established distribution centers until the end of March," said Alexander. 

"Because of repeated severe snowstorms in southwestern Minnesota," he said 

"feeding will probably need to be e~tended, unless mild weather quickly eliminates the 

snow pack. 
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Attachment 7 

~~T~T~©u~ 
~ITTDEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

BOX , 500 LAFAYETTE ROAD • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA • 55146 

DNR INFORMATION 
(612) 296-6157 

January 14, 1984 

PHEASANT FEEDING 

The response by numerous volunteers to feeding pheasants was tremendous 
in December when weather conditions were getting tough on the birds. I wish to 
express my thanks and appreciation to the many individuals and organizations that 
are taking the time and effort to feed the pheasants. A special thanks to the 
many individuals who are providing their own corn for the birds. 

The melting temperatures in early January were a real blessing in this area 
for the pheasants as well as other wildlife species. Although pheasants may have 
temporarily quit feeding on corn placed out for them due to the recent snowmelt, 
I hope that all of the volunteers will continue to watch and provide ear or shell 
corn as needed at the sites they have established. As the cold weather and snow 
returns, conditions for pheasants could rapidly become serious again. 

; 

The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources has obtained some shell corn 
from the Commodity Credit Corporation which is now available in 50 pound sacks to 
the public for pheasant feeding. The following individuals and businesses have 
kindly volunteered their services in helping to distribute this corn locally. If 
you are presently feeding or plan to in areas where pheasants are in need of food 
please contact your nearest distribution point if you need corn. 

Nassau-Farmers Elevator, (Butch Thole) phone: ·668-2324 
Louisburg-Spencer Jensen (568-2496) 3 miles NW of Louisburg 
Madison-GTA Elevator (Ron Leslie) phone: 598-7529 

LeRoy Dahlke, Minnesota DNR, phone 598-7641 
Dawson-Lloyd Peterson (769-4464) 8 miles SW of Dawson 
Canby-Independent Oil Company (Ralph Hentges) phone: 223-5942 
Clarkfield-James Peterson (669-7263) 3 miles S. of Clarkfield 
Boyd-Greg Koepp (855-2536 8 miles W. of Clarkfield 
Granite Falls-Dan's Body Shop (Dan Schafer) phone: 564-3919 
Lac qui Parle Wildlife Management Area Headquarters near Watson, phone 734-4451 
weekdays from 8:00-4:30. 

When picking up corn from any of these sites, please provide your name, 
where you will be feeding-either township name and section number or miles and 
direction from nearest town and approximately how many pheasants you will be 
attempting to feed. At the present time many pheasants are finding adequate 
sources of food, particularly in soybean stubble fields. However, as a general 
guideline if you are seeing concentrations of pheasants attempting to feed 
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between 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. they are probably having difficulty finding food 
and feeding should be undertaken in these areas. If tryey are only out feeding 
for a short period of time in the morning and late in the afternoon and they are 
easily spooked, they are apparently finding ample food and feeding is not 
necessary unless they are already being fed. 

The preferred and generally most effective method for emergency feeding of 
pheasants is putting ear corn in cylindrical cribs made of some type of wire mesh 
fencing because this keeps the corn readily available. However, since many of 
you are or will be using shell corn there are several things you can do to 
improve your chances of providing a successful feeding site. If you are1 feeding 
in or near a grove, marsh or brush patch, select either a well protected site in 
brushy cover or under evergreens where pheasants are congregating or a windblown 
hilltop where pheasants aree actively attempting to feed. Avoid placing corn 
under tall trees where owls can perch and easily prey on pheasants. Frequent 
maintenance is required in most feeding sites utilizing shell corn depending on 
snowfall and drifting. In a windswept site corn can be placed on the ground. 
Otherwise it is best to find a method elevating the shell corn. This can be 
accomplished by making a bed qf hay or straw a couple inches thick and spreading 
the corn on top of the straw. Another technique that has worked in some areas is 
placing corn on top of a small bale of hay and scattering corn out around the 
bale to get the birds started on feeding in the area. Another method consists of 
making a round crib for shell corn from 1/2 inch wire mesh fencing. A one foot 
diameter by two foot high crib will hold a sack of shell corn. Again it is 
important to spread corn out around the crib in order to get the birds to start 
feeding in and around the crib. Experimentation is the key, if the pheasants are 
obviously having problems obtaining food and are not utilizing your feeder within 
a week, you should relocate the feeder. 

It is best to locate feeding sites away from roads to minimize the 
possibility of vehicles hitting pheasants and to decrease the amount of 
distrubance and stress on the birds. Please obtain landowner permission before 
placing corn on his fields. 

Remember that once a feeding program is begun, it must be continued until 
the winter is over. Thank you for your help and cooperation. 

LeRoy Dahlke 
Area Wildlife Manager 
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SF-00006-03 Attachment 8 
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT Natural Resources Of/ice Memorandum 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Regional Supervisors & Area Managers 
Regions III, IV, V & Metro, Scharf, Larson 
Nielsen & Berner 

Tim Bremicker 
Private Lands Coordinator 

Pheasant Feeding Volunteer Efforts 

DATE: 

PHONE: 

Enclosed is the information mailed to 1000+ volunteers who 
contacted the central office in the last two weeks. 

01-06-84 

6-3344 

Scharf's article on crib feeders was sent to local sportsmen 
clubs on December 27th. 

TB:djb 

cc: Dr. Larry Shannon 
Roger Holmes 
Tom Isley 
Dick Carlson 
Dave Schad 
Paulette Tichenor 
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;.-~](~T~T~©tr ~ 
~LNDEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

BOX , 500 LAFAYETTE ROAD • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA • 55146 

DNR INFORMATION 
(612) 296-6157 

January 3, 1984 

Dear Volunteer Pheasant Feeder: 

Minnesota's pheasants will have a better chance of surv1v1ng this 
winter if you and more than several thousand other concerned volunteers have 
anything to say about it. Our phones have been ringing off the hook with 
people responding to the request for help. 

We promised you more information as it becomes available. A list of 
corn distribution depots is attached, along with directions on how to get 
corn. We've also enclosed information on pheasants feeding. We still hope 
that volunteers will provide their own corn if at all possible. 

Several people have called volunteering not only to feed the pheasants, 
but to help in any way possible -- to build feeders, pick-up or deliver 
corn, donate cash, etc. Others have called to say that they would like to 
feed the pheasants but can't get out to get the corn. 

As soon as we can get away from the phone long enough to do some 
planning, we would like to match willing drivers with persons in their area 
needing corn. 

If you are able to volunteer time and service, please call the wildlife 
manager in your area. He may need people to help unload the grain, to build 
or stock feeders, etc. A list of wildlife area managers is included. 

Several metropolitan sport~men's clubs are sponsoring projects which 
include building, placing and stocking feeders as well as soliciting cash 
donations and establishing (at the local elevator) a free supply of corn for 
people who are feeding the pheasants. You may wish to contact your local 
club to see if you can start a similar project. 

We are enclosing a list of the local Pheasants Forever chapters. This 
organization is actively involved in feeding the pheasants, and would be one 
sportsmen's club you could contact. 
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PLEASE SAVE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 

At the conclusion of the pheasant feeding season, we will send you a 
follow-up letter requesting information to measure results of the volunteer 
pheasant feeding program. It would be helpful if you now began to maintain 
information such as: 

The number of pheasants you fed; 
The number of pheasants you felt survived due to your feeding 
efforts; 
How many feeders or locations you maintained; 
How much time you devoted to the project; 
How much money you spent on feed and supplies. 

Thanks for your generous response, and for your concern for one of 
Minnesota's very special natural resources -- the ringnecked pheasant. 

Sincerely, 

TIMOTHY BREMICKER 
Private Lands Coordinator 

BARB GUSTAFSON 
Volunteer Services Coordinator 

TB:BG:djb 

Enclosures 
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Attachment 9 FEEDING PHEASANTS - HOW TO DO IT 

First of all, if the pheasants in your neighborhood have a reliable 
food supply, such as standing corn field, they do not need supplemental 
feeding. However, because of the severity of this winter, many food 
supplies such as corn stubble and waste grain, have become useless. 
Therefore, pheasants using these food sources need your help. 

There is right way and a wrong way to feed pheasants. The two pictures 
below both are effective me~hods for feeding pheasants. 

The feeder crib: The crib is made from 4" x 4" or 6" x 6" mesh wire 4 
foot high and 2 feet in diameter. This crib is designed to hold 2 bushels 
of ear corn. The advantage of the crib is that once in place, food will be 
available, throughout the winter even after a 6 - 10 inch snowfall, and food 
needs to replenished only every 2 - 3 weeks. 

The corn on straw: This is a simple and quick method of getting food 
to birds in a hurry. Simply make a bed of straw 2" thick, place shell corn 
on top of the straw. The advantage of this method is that it is easy and 
shell corn is readily available. The disadvantage of this method is that 
frequent maintenance is necessary and food must be replenished at least once 
a week. 

A combination of the two methods works well. First, set-up a corn on 
straw and after a number of pheasants are using the site, switch to a crib 
feeder. 

Using either method the station should be located near brush cover or 
under conifer trees. Avoid placing feeders near tall trees where owls can 
perch and prey easily on pheasants. 

Remember that once feeding has begun, it must be continued until 
winters end. 

Thank you for your help and cooperation. 
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CANNED FOOD PLOTS 
FOR PHEASANTS 

If you've been looking for a way to help save 
our diminishing pheasant numbers, there is 
now an effective, affordable tool you can 
use in aiding them. 

By John Scharf 

The large drop in pheasant numbers in midwestern states such as Minnesota 
is primarily a result of land use changes, and the resulting loss of habitat. 

Feeder-cribs are simple, inexpensive to construct, fill a definite 
need, and really work. 

This is also why so many individuals and organizations that want to help the 
pheasant have come away so frustrated. You can't change land use on land you 
don't control. 

Lands in the pheasant range have become extremely expensive. Annual cash 
rent in portions of Minnesota's pheasant range now exceed $100 an acre. With 
that kind of overhead most farmers can't afford to raise pheasants instead of 
grain on their land. 

What all this means is that most programs that would really help pheasants 
are not economically feasible. Not enough acres of land can be changed without 
the costs assuming ridiculous proportidns. 

As far as the pheasant is concerned, these land use changes have been a 
disaster. Primarily, it has meant a loss of nesting cover, and wintering areas 
for the pheasants. To be sure there have been many changes, but these two items 
have had the most staggering impact in Minnesota. Any lasting improvement in 
raising pheasant numbers will have to consider these two problems. 

Since favorable changes in land use would cost a lot of money, there doesn't 
appear to be anything an individual or club can do to help. Strange as it may 
seem though, there is a simple device that provides reliable winter food source 
for pheasants - and is easily affordable. 

Land use changes have been disasterous for the pheasant. The loss of 
nesting cover and wintering areas have had the most impact on Minnesota's 
pheasants. 

Game managers call them "feeder-cribs." They are simple, they are inexpen
sive, they fill a definite need, and they really work. Managers have been using 
them successfully in western Minnesota for a number of years. Now that the bugs 
have been worked out of the technique, sports groups or individuals may want to 
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give the cribs a try. 

Because feeder-cribs are so simple and easy to construct, they can be set 
up adjacent to existing cover areas. As a result, simple cover can be trans
formed into a complete and valuable wintering area. And that transformation 
is oftentimes dramatic. I have seen cover areas that seldom held any birds 
during the winter months hold over a hundred birds after a feeder-crib was put 
into operation. 

To understand how this can work, perhaps it would be best to briefly review 
the wintering requirements of a Minnesota pheasant. 

First of all, the pheasant needs some cover. Dense woody cover with a good 
stand of conifers probably provides birds the best protection from blizzards. 
But pheasants usually prefer a large and dense cattail or canegrass marsh. Such 
cover is used by the birds for both loafing and roosting. 

If you have a large area with both woody and marshy cover, that is best. 
With cover such as this a pheasant has some chance to survive a winter storm. 
However, even the best cover areas are sometimes inadequate. Prairie blizzards 
are devastating on all wildlife. 

Secondly, the bird needs a food source by that cover. In the past food was 
usually available in the form of crop residues. 

Thirdly, pheasants need a degree of isolation. The less a bird is 
disturbed, the more likely it will stick around the area. 

When good cover, food and isolation are present at the same site, you have 
an area capable of wintering pheasants. However, if the food source is far re
moved from any cover, the birds will not be able to use that food. The opposite 
is also true. The very best cover area will be devoid of birds if there is no 
convenient food source. Thus, food and cover go hand-in-hand for good pheasant 
winter habitat. Isolation enhances the area's suitability. This seems simple 
enough, but it is often overlooked. the feeder-crib is one way of supplying that 
food to an existing cover area where such food is missing. 

In the past a pheasant's food needs were met almost always by chance. There 
was usually some soybean or corn stubble in the vicinity that provided the neces
sary food. But with today's spe~dy, efficient and clean brand of farming and its 
fall plowing there are less and less chances for pheasants to find food in the 
right place. 

Modern farming techniques have also contributed to the dwindling supply of 
cover in the pheasant's world. And many of the remaining cover areas are not 
even operating at full potential because they do not have a reliable food source 
of corn, and leaving it by the cover over the winter. However, when this is not 
possible the feeder-crib can be used. 

The exploded drawing shows the details for the construction of a 
feeder-cribo It is simply a cylinder of old woven-wire fencing stapled to a 
wooden platform. The fencing holds the corn together, yet allows a pheasant to 
remove an ear at a time. The platform is set up on some old concrete blocks or 
rocks to prevent rot, and the extra height helps keep the whole rig above much 
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of the snow. 

Once the crib is built is should be filled with ear-corn. The 4' x 4' crib 
shown here should provide enough food to last about 30 pheasants through the win
ter. Cribs can be made larger or smaller depending on needs. 

Careful consideration must be given to where the crib is located. Naturally 
it is going to be placed by an existing cover area - and it will be used best in 
areas where that cover includes a large cattail or canegrass marsh. It should 
not be placed in the cover, but out in the open away from the cover. Near the 
cover yes, but in it, no! This is important. 

The pheasant's natural feeding area is open cropland. So it is looking for 
food in those areas. Attempts should also be made to select a high spot with 
southern exposure for the crib site. This is also important since if the wrong 
spot is chosen the birds may never find the feeder - or the crib could get buried 
under snow. 

Another important factor is to have the feeder-crib in place and full of 
corn as early in the fall as possible. October and November are the months to 
get the job done. This is extremely important in establishing a successful 
feeder. As fall plowing progresses birds are forced to look for a new food 
source other than the field they had been using. They will move until they find 
that source. If the feeder-crib is not in operation soon enough, they will have 
no reason to stop. 

The use of feeder-cribs is not some sort of an emergency feeding concept. 
It is a management practice used each and every year at a selected site to pro
vide food next to an existing cover area. With careful planning extensive use 
of feeder-cribs would make emergency feeding of pheasants unnecessary and a thing 
of the past. 

Feeder-cribs are not some simple panacea that will solve all of our pheasant 
population problems either. They are a tool that can help turn existing cover 
where food is missing into a pheasant wintering area. Of great importance is the 
fact that it is a tool that anyone can use. 

The following guidelines must be remembered in any feeder-crib project: 

1) It is a way of putting a reliable food source near an existing 
cover area where such food is missing. 

2) Feeder-cribs should be placed out in the open, but near good 
winter cover such as cattail or canegrass marsh. 

3) The feeder-cribs should be filled with ear-corn as early as 
possible in the fall. 

Lastly, it must be remembered that the greatest long term problems facing 
the pheasant are the loss of nesting cover, and the loss of winter cover. 
Weather conditions are responsible for the short term fluctuations in the phea
sant population. 

Feeder-cribs can only help improve an existing cover area where lack of 
winter food is a problem. But where such a condition does exist the response 
by pheasants can be dramatic. FF 
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Mat~rials n~de-d: 

Woven-wire fencing 
(39" height, 6" stays, 12' lon'.S) 

Wood p\J.rform (.+' .\ 4') · 
Cement blocks or rocks 
Fencing S(~pks (4) 
Nails 
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Figure 2. ALTER 
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SF-00006-03 Attachment 1 O 
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT Natural Resources Office Memorandum 

TO: T i m B rem i ck er DATE: 2-01-82 

FROM: Alfred Berner PHONE: 507-642-8478 

susJECT: Calculating food needs for deer and pheasants 

I have enclosed my 1979 report on "Information on calculating food 
needs of whitetail deer." This report was sent to all area managers and 
wildlife area managers in the farmland zone. I am sending a zerox copy so 
you can make any additional copies you find necessary. 

To aid the fieldmen in calculating the amount of corn needed to feed 
pheasants and deer, I have included a graph for each. I believe the graphs 
are self-explanatory. 

Lastly, I have included an additional figure which allows the fieldmen 
to determine the size of the feeder-crib to produce a desired bushel 
capacity. 

One other thing the fieldmen should take into consideration is the 
number of squirrels in the area of the crib. For each acre of mature trees 
up to approximately ten acres, an additional one to two bushel of corn/acre 
should be considered as a potential loss due to squirrels. In other words, 
if you are placing the corn where there is three acres of mature trees, one 
could estimate a three to six bushel loss due to squirrels over a four-month 
period. 

AB: jl 
Enc. 

If you have any additional questions please call and we can discuss it. 
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INFORMATION ON CALCULATING· FOOD NEEDS· OF WHITE,TAILED DEER 

In more than one-half of Minnesota, white-tailed deer populations are dependent 
on cultivated grains for a large part of their winter food. This winter diet is 
usually obtained from waste grain in stubble fields or from grain in piles, cribs or 
standing fields. Presently, very little of the winter feed available is purposely 
left for deer. But as management is intensified, providing an adequate, dependable 
winter food source will be one of the first priorities. 

The average 125 pound deer requires about 5,200 calories of energy per day during 
the winter (Karns per comm.). Therefore, about 625,000 calories are needed to sustain 
a deer in prime condition through 120 days of winter (Dec. 1 to Mar. 31). 

From the proximate analysis of a good item, the amount of gross energy can be 
estimated for various volume and weight measurements (Table 1). The procedure for 
calculating the number of calories per gm, kilogram, pound and bushel is as follows: 

For Corn 

Component 

Protein 
Carbohydrates 
Fat 

Proportion 

. 101 

.729 

.050 

Calorie/gm 

4 
4 
7 

The proportion for each of the components is multiplied by, the corresponding 
calories per gram. 

.101 x 4 = 0.404 

.729 x' 4 = 2. 916· 

.050 x 7 = 0.350 

Total 3.670 

The sum is an estimate of calories per gram for corn. When this.estimate is 
multiplied by 1,000, the energy is expressed as calo~ies per kilogram (eg. 3.67 x 1000 
= 3,670 cal/kg.). 

To convert this estimate to calories per pound and per bushel,· use the following 
procedure: 

Cal/lg. = cal/kg. 
2.2 

= 3,670 = 1,668 
2.2 

Cal/bu. cal/lb. x lb/bu. = 1,668 x 56 = 93,418 

Since an average 125 lb. deer requires about 5,200 calories per day, a bushel of 
corn could provide, at maximum, enough energy for 18 days (93,418 = 17.97). There 

5,200 
fore, one deer would require at least 6.7 bushels of corn during a 120-day winter. 
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Tables 2,3,4, and 5 and Figure 1 are provided to assist you in determining the 
amount of various crops needed to sustain an 8Verage-sized.deer (125 lbs. live weight) 
through a 120-day winter. 

In making the final calculations, the estimate should be increased by at least 25 
percent to allow for use of food by other wildlife, particularly squirrles and 
raccoons. 
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Table 1. Proximate analysis of six commonly grown grains eaten by deer in Minnesota. 
(Expressed in percent of total). 

Carbohydrates 
Crude N-Free 

Grain Protein Fiber Extract Fat H20 Ash 

Corn 10.1 2.0 70.9 5.0 10.5 1.5 
Oats 12.4 10.9 59.6 4.4 9.2 3.5 
Wheat 13.5 2.4 69.8 2. 1 10.4 1.8 
Rye 11 . 8 1. 8 73.2 1. 8 9.4 2.0 
Sunflower 20.4 16.4 16.4 36.2 6.5 4. 1 
Soybean 36.5 4.3 26.5 17. 5 9.9 5.3 

Table 2. Estimated amount of gross energy expressed in calories per unit weight 
or volume for five commonly grown grains eaten by deer in Minnesota. 

Weight Volume 
Grain Gram Kilogram Pound Ton Bushel 

Corn 3.67 3670 1668 3,336,000 93,408 
Oats 3.53 3528 1604 3,208,000 51,328 
Wheat 3.58 3575 1625 3,250,000 97,500 
Sunflower 4.66 4662 2119 
Soybean 3.94 3943 1792 3,584,000 107,520 
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Table 3. Average yields expressed in bushels, pounds and kilograms per acre by agricultural regions (Fig. 2) for five common 
grown grains eaten by deer in Minnesota. 

Grain 
Corn 
Oats 
Wheat 
Sunflower 
Soybean 

NW w c EC SW SC 
Bu. Lbs. Ks. Bu. Lbs. Kg. Bu. Lbs. Ks. Bu. Lbs. Ks. Bu. Lbs. Ks. Bu. Lbs. 

60 3360 1527 80 4480 20J6 85 4760 2164 80 4480 2036 90 5040 2291 100 5600 
50 1600 727 50 1600 727 50 1600 727 50 1600 727 50 2016 727 65 2080 
36 2160 982 36 2160 982 36 2160 982 30 1800 818 30 1800 818 36 2160 

950 432 1000 450 950 432 900 409 1000 455 1000 
22 1320 600 23 1380 627 27 1620 736 23 1380 627 28 1680 764 32 1920 

Table 4. Maximum number of deer that can be sustained on an acre with an average yield for·five 
commonly grown grains in seven agricultural regions of Minnesota. 

Res ion 
Grain NW WC c EC SW SC SE 

Corn 9.0 11.9 12.7 11.9 13.4 14.9 14.9 
Oats 4. 1 4. 1 4. 1 4. 1 4. 1 5.3 4.9 
Wheat 5.6 5.6 5.6 4.7 4.7 5.6 5.6 
Sunflower 3.2 3.4 .3.2 3.0 3.4 3.4 3.2 
Soybean 3.8 4.0 4.6 4.0 4.8 5.5 4.6 
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SE 
Ks. Bu. Lbs. 

2545 100 5600 
945 60 1920 
982 36 2160 
455 950 
873 27 1620 
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sF-00006-02 Attachment 11 
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

oEPARTMENT Natural Resources - Wildlife 

TO 

THRU 

FROM 

Regions 1, 3, 4, 5 & 6 - Regional Supervisors 
and Wildlife Fieldmen 
Tom Isley, Assistant Chief 
Section of Wildlife JJ 
Tim Bremicker -1-r> . 
Private Lands Coordfrtator 

DATE: 02-19-82 

PHONE:6-3344 

susJECT: Statewide Standards for Emergency Food Plot 
Purchases -- Winter 81-82 

JUST! FI CATION 

The need for preparing and implementing statewide standards for purchasing 
corn this winter is quite evident even though the existing field latitude 
under WHIP and DHIP has proved quite effective. The primary difference is 
that WHIP and DHIP agreements involve cooperators interested in the well
being of the agricultural zone deer herd, whereas, the opposite may be true 
for deer utilizing corn standing over winter elsewhere. 

The current high deer numbers in the agricultural zone, compounded with a 
potentially responsive legislature to reduced landowner tolerance, expensive 
corn and a sustained or accumulating emergency deer food plot budget requires 
that we avoid unfortunate precedents at this time. Consequently, these 
standards should be implemented within your regions and work areas. Please 
remember that we are purchasing corn to control depredation and not making 
depredation payments. 

STANDARDS 
Crop - cost/acre 

The best proposed offer because of limited funding and often extremely high 
overhead cost that some farmers experience due to type of farming operation 
is a cash cost/acre retrieval within a broad soil area (see attached sheet). 
If the landowner feels his costs are less and is satisfied then use his fig
ures. However, if his price exceeds those indicated on the attached sheet 
he must be informed that listed price is the maximum the state will pay unless 
very unusual circumstances exist. 

The costs provided are based on the best estimated averages of many farms within 
the respective soil area and data from farms which keep excell cost analysis 
records. This approach will probably not compromise payment levels under per 
existing WHIP and DHIP agreements. 
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MAXIMUM PAYMENT-to individual landowner/tenant/renter: 

This must be left to the descretion of wildlife managers and supervisors 
since variables do exist. 

The depreciating herd may represent the overwinter population of a large 
geographic area and may also be occupying one of the few remaining winter
ing areas. 

Losing landowner support under these conditions could result in wide spread 
demand to reduce herd, limit opportunity to retain a critical wintering 
area and/or decrease land and herd management options in the future. 

Maximum payments must be reasonable, based upon your best professional judge
ment, for the long tenn needs of the deer resource in your work area. 

TRANSACT! ON 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Each transaction must be recorded on the new food plot agreement forms. 
Additional copies are enclosed. 

Paper flow will be same as WHIP except an- additional copy should be 
made and forwarded to St. Paul from the Regional office. 

Coding will correspond to the WHIP food plot AID number for region. 

Over expenditures of funds will be absorbed by the Wildlife operating 
budget within the region where incurred, so close contact with Regional 
Supervisor is necessary. ' 

Funding to Regions 1, 3, 4, 5, & 6 will be allocated based upon request to 
St. Paul very soon. A total of Twenty thousand ($20,000) will be retained 
in St. Paul for shortfalls. 

TI:TB:djb 

Enc. 
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Soil Area 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5· 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Corn (grain} 

100.12 . 
99.18 
95.62 

112. 67 
80.50 
79.25 
79.49 
78.87 
76.11 

Cash cost/acre data on alfalfa with companion oats crop alfalfa, corn silage, oats, 
wheat, sunflowers, soybeans, flax, barley, irrigated corn, cool season grasses, potatoes, 
and rye is available from St. Paul -- Private Lands Coordinator. 



Attachm•nt 12 

SPECIAL DEER FOOD MIX 

FOREST WILDLIFE POPULATION ANO RESEARCH GROUP 
Grand Rapids, MN 

1979 

Soy meal - 46 percent 
Ground shelled corn 
Ground oats 
Red Dog or wheat middlings 
Alfalfa meal 17 percent 
Molasses 
Ground oats screenings 

Dicalciumphosphate 
Calcium carbonate 
Trace mineral salt 
Purina Cattle plus - Vit. A an<l D 

A - 5 million usp units per lb. 
D - 1 million usp units per lb. 

Urea - none 

Total 2132 lbs. 

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS 

Moisture 
% 

Ash 
% 

Crude Protein 
(N x 6.25 

10.92 3.98 14. 14 

8.5 percent digestible protein 
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Fat 
% 

3.73 

110 lbs. per ton 
730 
200 
"330 
300 
100 
300 

2070 lbs. 

15 lbs. per ton 
30 
15 
2 

62 lbs. 

Fiber 
% 

8.08 

Gross Energy 
(kcal/q 

3.8879 



SF-00006-03 Attachment 13 
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT Natural Resources - Wildlife Off ice Memorandum 

TO: Wildlife Field Personnel 
BY: LeRoy Rutske 

Big Game Specialist 
FROM: Roger Holmes, Chief 

Section of Wildife 

susJECT: Deer Feeders - Feed Protection 

DATE: 12-30-83 

PHONE: 295 .. 3344 

The use of feeding devices can make artificial feeding more efficient by 
permitting on-site storage and automatic dispensing. Protection from weather 
is another important consideration especially for pelletized deer feed. Con
struction and transportation of such devices is a problem and may preclude their 
use. However, in the interest of doing a better job I urge you to use one of 
the following means for feeding whenever possible. 

Where pelletized deer food is put out in forested areas, protection from pre
cipitation can be achieved by wiring a piece of 1/4" aspen-chipboard over the 
opened bag. A 4' x 4' sheet of 1/4" chipboard weighs approximately 15 pounds. 
Fairly heavy wire could be run through a small hole near (6"?) each corner 
and fastened to sticks on the underside of the sheet. Sticks running diago
nally corner to corner will provide more support and avoid most corner break
off problems. The wires should be fastened to whatever stems or branches are 
likely to support a snow load until the next visit. I suggest placing the 
sheet low enough over the sack of pellets so that deer cannot stand under it. 

In more accessible areas a simple barrel feeder will facilitate a feeding 
operation using either shelled corn or deer pellets. How the barrel is modi
fied depends upon whether you have sealed barrels with a bunghole or barrels 
with a separate cover. In either case you need a cover for the top opening, 
a feeder plate to support the load of feed within the barrel, and feeder holes 
cut into the sides of the barrel. Do not use barrels in which flammable 
materials like gasoline or other dangerous chemicals have been stored -- unless 
you can clean the barrel so thoroughly that the chance of an explosion is 
eliminated. 

1. Cut feeder holes into the sides of the barrel. The lower edge should 
be 3-1/2" above the bottom of the barrel. The holes should be 13-1/4" 
wide and 7-1/4" inches high. Three such holes should be cut in a 55 
gal. barrel (10-1/4" apart) or two in a 30 gal. drum. 

2. Extend the vertical cuts made for the feeder holes upward two (2) 
extra inches to the center of the expanded rim on the barrel. Then 
fold in this tab above each feeder hole. The tabs will hold the 
feeder plate ,in place. 

3. Make the feeder plate. The procedure will have to vary with the type 
of barrels you have. 
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A. If you have a barrel with a separate cover, save the cover and 
make the feeder plate out of plywood ~5/8" min.) cut to the pro
per diameter. Make a feed spout from an 8" length of stove pipe 
(either 4" or 6") or a one-pound coffee can. Cut down 2" from 
one end of the pipe in place in the feeder plate. Next, cut a hole 
to match the pipe diameter in the center of the feeder plate. A 
couple of small bolts should be used to secure tabs to the feeder 
plate. 

B. If you have a sealed barrel, cut out the top of the barrel and 
make the feeder plate as described above out of this metal top. 
A top cover to keep out snow or rain can be made out of whatever 
is handy. It will need some projections to fit either inside 
or outside the barrel to prevent its being knocked off. 

4. Make a few small drain holes in the bottom of the barrel. 
5. Force the feeder plate (spout down) into the barrel to the bent-in 

tabls above the feeder holes. 
6. Place the barrel on concrete blocks, boards, or logs to facilitate 

drainage. 
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Attachment 14 MEALS ON WHEELS FOR DEER 

The bur oak and aspen surrounding the meadow are draped in hoar frost, 
remains of the February night. In the cold, grey dawn the deer come like 
shadows, silently, dark against the snow. They stop at the edge of the 
meadow, looking this way and that through wisps of vapor from their 
nostrils. A few cautious steps brings them to a wooden structure resembling 
a small cattle-feeder. Between frequent glances over their shoulders, they 
nibble at the pelleted deer ration in the manger of the feeder. Thus, one 
of the oldest forms of game management is applied to the white-tailed deer 
in Manitoba. 

Harsh winters are a fact of life in Manitoba. Each creature living in 
this climate has its own way of coping. Humans bundle up in layers of 
clothing when outside and turn up their furnaces when indoors. Many birds 
migrate to warmer lands each winter. Some humans have taken the cue from 
their feathered friends and follow them south. Most animals that live in 
Manitoba, however, must adapt to the rigors of winter in order to survive. 
Included in this long list of hardy creatures is the white-tailed deer. 
Considering that white-tails only immigrated into this province about 90 
years ago, they have adapted well to the harsh climate. 

White-tailed deer are the most studied big game animal in North 
America, but it is only recently that deer managers in northern parts of the 
range have begun to understand how deer cope with the stress of winter. 
Here in Manitoba, white-tails are on the northern fringe of their range but 
much of what we have read and learned about deer came from the central and 
southern United States. During the last decade researchers in the snowbelt 
states and their Canadian colleagues have uncovered much about the winter 
ecology of the white-tail that raises doubts about conventional techniques 
for managing deer in winter. 

Hibernating animals store fat during the fall and live on this energy 
reserve during their winter sleep. To varying degrees, non-hibernating 
animals, such as deer, undergo the same cycle. The metabolism (body 
processes) of deer is highest in summer and autumn when nutritious food is 
abundant. Wild herbaceous plants and farm crops such as alfalfa, clover, 
fall rye, cereal grain, and oil seeds provide food for deer in fall. From 
these foods, fat, proteins and minerals are stored in preparation for 
winter. 

Deer deaths in winter are most often related to poor. weather and 
inadequate food supplies in fall and early spring. During winters when snow 
is deep, deer normally must rely on buds and twigs of trees and shrubs; this 
food source is called "browse". Due to the low nutrient value of much 
available natural browse, deer may expend more energy in searching for this 
food than they obtain when the material is digested. Therefore, they often 
must rely on fat reserves accumulated during the previous fall. If the 
quantity and quality of food was good in the fall, chances for winter 
survival are enhanced. Spring is also a critical time. Deer need good food 
to recover from the rigors of winter; in addition, pregnant does must 
prepare for the birth and harsh storms in March and April can have a 
devastating effect on deer that are already weakened. 
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A major factor in winterkill of deer in Manitoba is habitat loss. 
Protection from the elements and browse supplied ~Y trees and shrubs is 
often critical. Unfortunately, trees and shrubs are being replaced by 
cultivated farmland at the rate of 64,000 hectares annually. Remaining 
bushland is usually used for livestock pasture. Many wild plants important 
to deer are also eaten by cattle, leaving little food in reserve for deer to 
prepare for winter or to refuel in spring. As a result, deer in 
agricultural Manitoba have had to adopt a new lifestyle. They rely on 
remnants of bush for shelter and use cereal grains and tame forage for much 
of their food. Even during mild winters deer feed on unprotected hay bales 
and grain piles, resulting in a sharp increase in the number of deer damage 
complaints from farmers. 

Severe winter conditions, combined with the loss and deterioration of 
habitat and heavy hunting were the chief causes of a major reduction of the 
provincial deer herd during the late 1960's and early 1970's. The decline 
in populations became so serious that after the harsh winter of 1973/74, 
deer hunting was prohibited for three years. That crystallized the need for 
innovative means to help deer cope with winter. 

About that time, long-term deer feeding research in Michigan and 
northern Minnesota uncovered new information about white-tails in winter. 
Those studies revealed that by feeding deer a commercially produced, 
high-energy ration to supplement their natural .diet, it was possible to help 
these animals cope with harsh winter weather and to increase fawn 
production. Conversely, some of the traditional methods of dealing with 
starving deer, such as cutting and feeding browse or providing hay and grain 
of questionable quality, were found to be ineffective. Apparently, the 
energy provided by these foods is insufficient to meet the demands of deer 
under stress of severe weather. A sudden switch from a natural to a 
feed-grain diet occasionally caused stbmach disorders in deer when their 
digestive systems could not adjust to the new food. 

In the late 1970's, wildlife managers working closely with conservation 
officers followed up on this research by conducting deer feeding studies 
under field situations in southern Manitoba. These projects were used to 
develop the techniques of feeding deer using supplemental rations as a 
practical management tool. 

The Manitoba deer management program applies deer feeding in two 
situations: to reduce damage to farm forage (usually hay bale) and to 
supplement natural food supplies of deer in small Wildlife Management Areas 
or other key habitats in Agro-Manitoba. Livestock feed companies have 
developed a pelleted deer ration according to a strict nutritional formula 
prepared by animal nutritionists. These reactions are transported to the 
field in 40 kilogram bags by pick-up truck and trailers and placed in small 
scale livestock-type self-feeders having a capacity of about one tonne. 

Where deer are causing damage to farm forage, they are lured to a 
self-feeder placed in their bedding area. This is done by sprinkling 
bloodmeal, a packing house by-product, on the bale stack to scare deer away. 
At the same time, the feeder and surrounding area are "baited" with good 
quality alfalfa hay to introduce deer to the pelletized ration. The result 
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- deer remain in their bedding area and feed on the deer ration and cease 
causing damage to forage stacks. The principle is not unlike that of using 
lure crops to prevent waterfowl damage to cereal grain crops. 

Deer that are fed on small Wildlife Management Areas or other pieces of 
habitat on Crown or private land have a lower rate of winterkill and better 
reproduction (increased numbers of fawns and fewer deaths of newborn fawns). 
These rations replace food covered by deep snow and compensate for food 
scarcity caused by livestock grazing or mature habitat where trees and 
shrubs have grown out of reach. Deer that have a good source of food nearby 
are less likely to cause problems at nearby farmsteads. 

Pelleted deer rations cost about $200 per ton, at that price it costs 
$20.00 to overwinter one deer (based on a consumption rate of one kilogram 
of ration per deer per day for 100 days). Only when we analyze the question 
of supply and demand for deer can we judge whether this expense is warranted 
to simply produce more deer. However, it is economically feasible to feed 
deer to prevent damage to stored forage, when compared to paying farmers 
compensation for damage. It is a positive program that is well received by 
Manitoba farmers. 

The concept of an annual feeding program is out-of-step with 
conventional wildlife management in North America. European gamekeepers 
have fed wild deer and other wildlife species for decades but on this 
continent many wildlife managers still feel uneasy about the practice. 
There are a host of reasons given for condemning artificial feeding programs 
and many experts predict dire consequences. However, farmers and grain 
elevator agents in Manitoba have successfully helped large numbers of deer 
survive severe winters by feeding the animals grain, good quality forage and 
screening wastes obtained from cleaning grain. The deer were saved because 
feeding started early in winter and continued until snow-melt. 

Some wildlife managers may have reservations about feeding white-tails, 
but farmers, sportsmen and the public are enthusiastic about the program. 
Farmers have been critical of situations when potential farmlands owned by 
the government have been designated as Wildlife Management Areas to maintain 
deer habitat and the deer kept in these areas have ended up in farmyards 
looking for food in winter. On the other hand, the public has also 
criticized government officials when no effort was made to save deer in bad 
winters. 

It is unrealistic to expect that all deer in the 180,000 square 
kilometers of deer range in Manitoba can be helped in winter. But it may be 
feasible to nourish small herds in key areas of southern Manitoba so that 
prime breeding stock can produce a healthy crop of fawns despite winter 
conditions. In the words of respected Michigan deer biologists Louis Verme 
and John Ozoga: " Traditional principle aside, perhaps biologists should 
stop viewing artificial feeding as professional heresay and realize that 
when properly done it can serve as a valuable tool in the current state of 
the art". 

In spite of the best efforts of government and wildlife groups, deer 
habitat will continue to disappear in southern Manitoba for some time to 
come. Our only hope of maintaining substantial numbers of deer in this 
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intensively farmed area is to save remnant pieces of habitat wherever 
possible and provide deer with the best source of food energy we can afford. 
A carefully designed deer feeding program may be the only feasible method of 
providing that food energy. 

Herb Goulden 
Provincial Deer Manager 

MANITOBA 
Department of Natural Resources 
Conservation Comment #114 - March 1983 
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Attachment 15 February 2, 1962 

TO: Game Managers, Game Wardens & Game Biologists 

FROM· Sections of Game & Research 

RE: Storm Mortality and Malnutrition in Minnesota Pheasant Populations: 
Symptoms and Their Diagnosis. 

Weather since mid-December has been relatively severe with a heavy snow cover and low 
temperataures. This has resulted in deterioration of cover, shifting pheasant flocks 
in response to food availability and scattered reports of winter storm losses. In 
different areas of the pheasant range, observations of numerous flocks indicate that 
the birds, as of February 1 are doing remarkably well. Winter mortality associated 
with freezing and suffocating has been negligible. No birds suffering from malnu
trition have been found. 

Examination of 3 cocks and 21 hens in January 1962, has shown average weights of 
3 lbs. 2 oz. and 2 lbs. 1 oz., respectively. As indicated later in this report, these 
weights attest to the good health of our birds. In a year such as this, however, 
losses due to accidents/car kills, birds flying into wires, etc. increase sharply 
and we are presently picking up such kills at a rate (we would estimate to be) two 
to three times that of an open winter. Road killed birds, which have been autopsied 
by some of the division fieldmen, were found to be in normal condition. 

Irregardless of the present situation, it is important to recognize that pheasant 
losses due to adverse weather are a potential threat at this season. With this 
thought in mind we have compiled the following list of factors associated with such 
losses. We hope that you will find this material of value for future reference. 

The greatest danger to exposure and freezing that pheasants must face occurs when 
a period of rain is followed by rapidly dropping temperatures and prolonged below 
zero temperatures. Wetting of the feathers reduces their insulating quality and 
accelerates heat loss. 

Heavy winds accompanied by blowing snow and low temperatures can also be damaging 
even though wetting of the feathers may not occur. Birds in poor cover (fence 
lines, small thickets and grazed woodlots) suffer most. The effect is more pro
nounced if a storm decends quickly and lasts several days. 

Birds normally sit facing into the wind. Chances of actual mortality increase as 
encrusted snow and ice accumulate around the head. Encrusted snow plus severe 
cold drains body heat and birds become reluctant to fly. Early signs of danger are 
birds with snow encrusted on the rump. Birds badly encrusted and weakened by the cold 
fly erratically. Encrusted birds dead from exposure are typically found squatting on 
the ground as if at rest. The beak is often open and filled with ice, as are the 
nostrils. Internal examination will usually reveal enlarged hearts and hemorrahages 
into the pericardium (sack around heart). 

Death of wild pheasants d~e to starvation is exceedingly rare in Minnesota. 
mental starvation of pheasants at Madelia under normal winter conditions has provided 
information on the symptoms of starvation and the appearance and activities of star
ving birds. For example, birds weakened by starvation appear listless and unable to 
fly or fly only short distances. Sometimes they run short distances and then 
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collapse. Poor control of the wing muscles is apparent. In advance stages of star
vation birds appear "droopy" and frequently stand in ft "hunched up" position with 
feathers fluffed and head and neck drawn in. Droppings of starved birds are watery 
and light in color; those of healthy birds are semi-solid and dark gray or brown in 
color. Droppings of starved birds just prior to death have the consistency and 
appearance of milk. 

Weights for wild pheasants are of help in diagnosing starvation. Average weight of 
healthy and starved birds are give below. 

Av. Wt. of Healthy Birds Starved Birds % Wt. Loss 
Cocks Hens Cocks Hens (Both Sexes) 

2 lbs. 14 oz. 2 lbs. 2 oz 1 lb. 6 oz. 1 lb. --0-oz. 50-55% 

It must be borne in mind that these are average weights and that individual weights 
may occasionally vary 8 ounces or more from the average, depending upon body size. 
In addition to weight loss, starving birds typically have a prominent keel and breast 
contours in cross section are V-shaped as compared to the well rounded breast of a 
healthy bird. 

Internal examination of starving birds reveals little or no body fat and the muscles 
appear wasted, flabby to the touch and have a slimy consistency. The crop and gizzard 
are usually empty or contain fragments of corn stalks, straw and other cellulose 
material of low nutritional value. The gizzard lining is typically dark green or 
black compared to light green in a healthy bird. 

Pheasants deprived of all food usually die under experimental conditions after an 
average period of 12-14 days of normal winter conditions. Death may occur, however, 
anywhere between 7 and 30 days depending upon weather and the condition of the birds 
at the beginning of the starvation period. Survival is influenced by body size with 
the result that the largest birds of either sex survive the longest. However, data 
indicates that hens, d~spite their smaller size, can endure the starvation as long or 
possibly even longer than cocks. 

Fortunately, winter feeding is rarely necessary. If it were we would have a tre
mendous job in view of our 45,000 square miles of pheasant range, almost every section 
of which winters at least a few birds. Ill-advised winter feeding not only can be a 
waste of funds and effort but can actually be detrimental to the birds. Harm to the 
birds can result under conditions where they are enticed by food to unsafe areas such 
as roadsides. Also, birds flushed from cover during bad weather while the food is 
being distributed can come to grief if they are forced to fly long distances and seek 
shelter in poor protective cover. 
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ADULTS 

SACRI
FICED 

ADULTS 

FOUND 

DEAD 

Attachment 16 

1984 WINTER CONDITION SURVEY 

Live Brought Family 
Est. Dressed in Group Cause 

Specimen No. Date _ Location County Sex Age WT. BY Relationship Ruman of Death 
--

FORT RIDGELY ~ 80402002 1-24-84 State Park Nicollet F 5-1/2 Bremer W/one fawn -- CJUnshot 
FORT RIDGELY ~ 80402003 1-24-84 State Park Nicollet F 3-1/2 ~Bremer W/two fawn -- qunshot 

80408013 1-24-84 Bright Lake Martin F 3-1/2 1~ Olson -- corn dogs 

80412005 1-19-84 E~~ag~t~~t~~ron Cottonwood F 3-1/2 1/fu 12 Wells -- corn roadkill 
Sibley S. P. 

~ 
Cedar 

70407003 1-22-84 Highway 9 Kandiyohi F 9-1/2 126 Miller -- no·corn roadk.il l 
Sibley S. P. 

70407004 1-22-84 Highway 9 Kandiyohi M 3-1/2 1~ 20 Miller -- Corn roadki 11 

80408021 1-20-84 Rice Lake S.P. Steele F 1-1/2 ~ found dead 
8 Idstrom -- Corn run bv doa 

4 m1. south .- ~ 80412009 1-23-84 Kilen Woods S.P. Jackson F 3-1/2 102 Wells -- Corn dogs 

80408015 1-25-84 Flandrau S.P. Brown M 5-1/2 /<s 5 Miller -- Corn dogs 
SW%, :::ii::'.U 1113 

~ 
corn 

80408025 1-29-84 R36,Delhi Twp. Redwood M 2-1/2 Bonnema -- lga 1 flu ti starvation 2 

75 

2-1-84 

Back Kidney 
Fat Fat 

thick enveloped 

thick enveloped 

thick enveloped 

thick enveloped 

thick enveloped 

thick enveloped 

thick ~nvelooed 

thick enveloped 

thick enveloped 

absent absent 

s 
Marrow 

Fat 

96 

95 

74 

92 

91 

91 

82 

90 

86 

* 
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Specimen No. Date Location County Sex 
NE Y4 

80408010 11-4-84 I Sec.33-111-42 Lyon F 
NE Y4 

80408011 11-4-84 I Sec.7 - 109 -45 Lincoln M 
CRIPPLE I ··~~ I Sec. 25 & 26 
80412003 1-12-84 Amo Twp. Cottonwood M 

I-90 
80408007 11-18-84 I Fairmont Martin F 

1984 WINTER CONDITION SURVEY 

Live 
Est. Dressed 
Age WT. 

1~1 ~ 
Fawn ~ 11n 

186·~ 
7 mo. ~ 60 

110 ~ 
7.5 mo.~ 54 

Fawn 

Brought 
in 
BY 

Meyer 

Meyer 

Wells 

Olson 

Family 
Group 
Relationship Ruman 

no 
corn 

no 
corn 

Cause 
of Death 

I starvation 
ound dead 

i:>tarvation 
Road kill 
brev.leg inj 

road kill 

2-1-84 

Back Kidney 
Fat Fat 

absent !absent 
some 
(thin) !spotty 

absent !absent 

Hwy f4 by springl I I 175 ~ I I I no I I very 
80408008 I 1-19-84 I E of 14 & 15 Jct Nicollet M Fawn ~ 50 Haseman -- corn road kill thin spotty 

~~ton~an B- --T- 1- 1· 170~ I I j I dog kill 
80408009 I 1-20-84 I ~nmr.n· Yh4Jamesl watonwah F Fawn ,Y--- 50 Schulz -- corn in trao presen"ttenveloped 

j 

Marrow 
Fat 

14 

78 

22 

72 

80 

86 
r- CRTPPCE no 
r--AWN.5 80408017 1-20-84 Rice Lake S. P. Steele M 7 - Idstrom -- corn none absent * 
f: o v ND 80408019 

D E Pt D 80408020 

80408012 

80408016 

80408018 

80408014 

80408022 
CRIPPLE 
80408023 

1-20-84 Rice Lake S. P. Steele F 7 mos., Idstrom __ ~~rn lab sent 

1-20-84 I Rice Lake S. P. 

1-23-84 

1-24-84 

1-24-84 

NW'/4 
S22 Lona Lake Two 
3 m. E 
Alden 
J m. E 
Alden 
Upper SIOUX 

1-25-84 I Agency S.P. 

1-23-84 IS-11-105-43 

1-9-84 
Hwy 23 by 

Camden S. P. 

Steele 

Watonwan 

Freeborn 

Freeborn 
Yellow 

Medicine 

Pipestone 

Lincoln 

no 
F ·· 18 mos. Idstrom -- corn do s spotty 

F 

M 

F 

M 

F 

M 

found dead 
7-8 mos. Schulz -- corn ? 

very 
thin sootty 

7-8 mos ~ I Idstrom I -- I c~~n 
159 ------7-8 mos V-- 4? 
j/8 ~ 

7-8 mos~ 57 

175 ------7 mo. V--- '1? 

170 ~ 
6.5 mo.~ 54 

76 

Trl"trnm 

Miller 

Trilrnt 

Talcot 

no 
rnrn 

no 
rnrn 

rnrn 

corn 

dogs 
~tarvation ~ absent !absent 

·doas I absent lab.sent 
very 

rnrirl k i 11 I thin lsoottv 

rn;:irl k i l l ~hi ck !spotty 
cripple 
found dead I absent I absent 

* 
76 

74 

13 

56 

86 

86 

* 
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80408026 

80408024 

5 ~AwN 

r-outJo. 

OJ;AD 

- --- -- -- - ---- - - --- - .. - ---

1-22=841 Bright Lake Martin F 
:::> W '/4 - ::, <::: U I l l j 

1-29-84 R36 Delhi Twp Redwood F 

1984 WINTER CONDITION SURVEY 

Live Brought Family 
Est. Dressed in Group 
-- - - - ---

7-8 mo. ~ 66 Olson --
7-8 mo. ~ 7 Bonnema --

77 

Cause 
~r 

beans Dog kill 
corn + ICOUlO nol. 
1 CJal hold head u 

lflu1d snot 

2-1-84 

Back Kidney 

none I spotty 

~none spotty 

s 
Harrow 

* 

* 

* data 
IJIUl...t: 

in 
SS 



f:d \A) 71-9 
. l ' 

r<JC. r, =t•e.e 

F a\l.)n> 
::;rou>J ti. 
deed 

Cf~ul ts 
=f-ouiYd 
De...a.d. 

:::ipec1men NO. 

80401001 

80401002 

' 80402001 

80412001 

80408003 

80408002 

80408004 

80412002 

80408005 

80408001 

80408006 

ua"{;e 

1-4-84 

1-4-84 

1-4-84 

1-6-84 

1-1-84 

1-3-84 

1-9-84 

1-9-84 

1-9-84 

1-1-84 

1-9-84 

LOCa\;lOn l,OUn\;.f 
Plum Creek, 
Walnut Grove Redwood 
Plum Creek, 
Walnut Grove Redwood 
Anderson Island 
Oo-f C1.1<1n I ;:ilto Nicol let 
2 m1 N. 2 m1. E 
Ceylon Martin 

Loon Lake Blue Earth 

Swan Lake Nicol let . ~ 

3 mi E Y2 mi S 
WatQ.Qwan.>\ LaSalle 

2 mi N of Jackson N..ack~ \ on DesMoines Riv.~ 
' l\Ma~i~ , "' Bright Lake~ 

\Y v 
\. 

3 mi. !\. ) \ 
I ;:ic;;i J ]p Wr:itnnwan 

Bright Lake Martin 

1984 WINTER CONDITION SURVEY 

:::>e)I( 

F 

M 

M 

M 

~ 

\~ 
M\ 
F ~ 

F 

F 

F 

Live 
Est. Dressed 
l\ge WT 

7Y2 mos. I~ 1 

7 mos. ~ ;o 

6 mnc::. ~ 
7 mos. · .i_/04. 

·-
6\o~\ ~ 
6 m~ . ~ 
~ mos. ' · 6~ . Ll2 

7 mos. 8~ 63 

7 mos I~ 

2Y2 vrs --
3Y2 yrs ~ 73 

78 

Brought 
in 
y 

Bonnema 

Bonnema 

~ .. ·~r 

Wells 

Ekstrom 

Abraham 

ngbrigton 

Wells 

Olson 

Ludwia 

Olson 

Family 
Group 

la ti 

? 
conife 
corn 

1-11-84 (Revised 2-1-84) 

Cause Back 

'needles I 
headshot 1presen 

% 
Kidney Marrow 

th i k 
... sooftv 82 

con.nd s thick 
? corn head shot ores en ... spotty 93 

leaves heart 
Orohan ? 10 cor1 1aunshot absent absent 10 

srng1e Tdw11 ::>ats very ... nin 
w/ 6 deer no cor1 1 neckshot thin spotty 82 

..... 

. - - . -- ,tarvation absent· absent 38 

_ corn. ,ta rvation absent absent 36 
·~rass >tarvat1on 

·-- no co1r.1 i & Dogs absent absent 11 
no 

-- "flrn c:t;:irvr1tifl1 1 r1hc:on r1hc:ont nO* 
dogs 

-- -- starvation absent absent 58* 

"' 
-- -- roadk i 11 thick =nvelope d 87 

no dogs thin 
-- corn !Starvation thin spotty 82* 

*nPW rl;it;i 
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STARVATION IN \VJ.LD 
RUi\HNA'. l7'7TS 

J_ 'l\ -- gc:.v.z.rr . 

. The i1~1riellt ii1~ake of wild rumir.ants is 
h1g~ly van a bk during the cours~ of ~he year . 
Pcnods of malnutritior. 2.r~ norm:i1 and c!~ 
no'. usuJ.l!y uff cct population number-" y •• ~~ 
--l • h '"• v •.. 
vcrn0u.!"1s ment and malnutr1't1'on . ,. ' , .. : r.. · . '· ... , .cs1.!11t, 
~~ 0~ \nJdcqua~c dietary intake of a.n r ,\ ~ . 
r ·q d · Y 0 ... 1.lt; 
. c. u1rc nu~mnts. An insufficient intakt: of . 
m1n~rals, r Vitamins, pror.ein, c1.c. is com~ . 
;non.~ ~c1 erred to a:~ a d.cfidcncy, whcrc2,.~ :.' 

. ,n.suf:.icic~t c.ncrgy mtake, cspecia!ly lom· • ._ij 

~ ,> fc~'!' C.r.pnva~wn, i.> often referred. ~o as s~0:;. ,: 

· va.~on. Alt.hough ot~cr nu~rien~s function ~i.1: 
.spa, e energy and Jmprovc its. utilization.: 

":": ~tarvati?n. ~~all~ .. -·resul.fr· r~om an' ene'r&Y~ 
\ msuffiCJency, .. This. ·sec~1on de~Js with ad.: 
··.·. ~anced ~aln~tritfon·,_·or.. st~rvation,·· as it ii· 
. . : ~ppropnat~ly. called: .. :>:··-.·:~";· . ....... ;--.: .. : ·, .}.~><::~ 
.·,,·:· .. ~tarvation · qc~ur( . .freq~enlly · in>.wud· 

... :). rummant populations; rputmely eliminates· 
: . y~ung,-· old_," weak( and .. skk animalS; .. ·ru,·,t_ 
. . o~ ten . ~~n~ro!s -~·. Ps>Pulation .. , levels. Mani. 

re.~01ts c:te the occurrence. of star¥ation ·in~ 
· · w11d rummant populations .·of the Northern 
.. Hemisphere: ·To. lis(. a. few~· it has beei1:: 
.: .. rep.Orte~. among. moose. 'on: Isle. Royale·:·~~= 
.:·. wh1te-?ailed: deer fawn· .surviva! has· been.·: 

reduced en poor· ranges in Te~as;'~·Jo in ··I 
Utah~ 9 to 42 percent of the mule deer in · 
some herds reportedly hav~ died of starva
tion; m severe winter conditinns in Montana 
resulted in death of 62 peicent of the prong-· 
horn antelope in some herds;'" and many 
pr.ongh.orns in the Red Desert area of Wyo
ming d1ed of starvation and exposure during 
the winter of 1971-72. . 

Starva!io~, to some degree, probably. oc
curs most winters in most wild ruminant 
h~rds of Wyoming. Wyoming Game and 
Fish Research Laboratory records show star
vation was diagnosed as the major cause or 
a contribut:ng cause, of death in prongh~rn 
.antelope. mule deer, white-tailed deer. elk~ 
moos~. and Rocky Mountai:l bighorn sheep 
submitted from 17 counties since 1949. Ex
ceptionally sev~:-: winters occasionallv caus,.. 
extensive to~scs. In Wyoming. ther~ hav; 
b.ee~ both minor and major losses of wild 
rnmin~nts due to starvation. Twentv to 2.1\ 
:nuk d~~r died on the Eorse Cre~k dr.a!nag;. 
:L..ar.am1e Coun!y in 195.d. 10

' a:1d a sta:vation 
i'1duced die-off i:wolving Hmanv'' deer oc-

. cu~rcd i'1 1959 near Douglas i~ Converse 
County."~ A small die-off in 1979 involved ... 
10 pronghorn .antelope near Rock Springs. 104 

. Most small d1c-off s may go unreported or " 
undetected, but extensive losses have also oc- '. \ 
t::u:rred. During the \'i'inter of· 1948-1949. 
numerous wild anirr.als; particularly dee; ··1 
a.nd pron~~orn nntelope, starvt:d or died of 

80 

exposure over much of southern Wyo 0 
•• i 

, .. rni~3. 1 H D1,1rin.~ wir;.\cr of !.97! ... !972 in 1.he.· .. i 
·~; Pnrso<n ru-ca, Swee•. water County 1 :")ronghorn .'.·I 
\'. D0pulations cxperknced. 1::-1:tensive .sr.arvation ··.~1 
:~,.{ .~osses (}. Straley, pen. commun.). Approx· >'i 
.;;.:'Jrnat.c!y 25 to 30 9ercent of t~c deer In the ur.. I 
·<::=· oer Platte .R.iYf" ~!'~inn:r ... !"~ ......... - .r.--"-.•-· ... 

; died of sta~vatiordn th.e\vint.er of i 972-'197'3; ::: 
in 'isolated, areas as many as 70 percent of.-.: 

·the·_ animals died (J. L Newman, pers. com:.:'.~ 
mun.);··.Up to 80 percenrof the -·deer· an·d ;~· 

. pronghorn antelope in. the }?inedale. nnd Big·:::.· 
Piney areas, Fremont Count{may have died::' 

. of starvation dunng,the winter.of 1978-1979} 
(J'.: Straley~· pers·~'.com·mun.)~>~~ .. :i~7.~ .. ,~~)>:.~::.: -;':'. 

;_ /' .<· .:.:·:'~i \:~' .::~ .. ~ ... >;;; .. :~~.\:::':.:f. .(::.:;:,'.:'.,:::·>:~'.··'"~'°;•!!I~/~::~-.~\ 
Physicfogy· of StarvaU.on.·~~;.·xnadequ'ate· f06c(.i 
intak~· causes ··f!laDY p~ysio!ogic. changes in .·:I 
··run:in~·n.u·~ .~he ~u~?e{?f (ui:rtep microo~.; J 
gamsms decline~ ,rapidly: aner. the onset. of..: .. 
starvation. Protozoa dfaaoo~at from the·ru~·~.' 
men within 3 to 4 days, lJ and numbers or:· 
bacteria· in the rumen. of. mule deer are:· . 
greatly reduced· b"y' starvation.'° Volatile · 
fatty acids produced by bacteria and pro
tozoa in the fUffiCO likewise decline. U,S>.U < 

This is important because ruminant animals. · 
obtain about 70 percent of their energy from 
volatile fatty acids produced in the rum.en. · 
As a result of reduced volatile fatty acid con
centrations, rumen pH can increase from 6.1 
in well fed mule deer to 7 .2 in starved deer. 411 

• 

The strength and magnitude of rumen con
tr,a.ctions is greatly decreased duri;ig st arva
tion; only 20 hours of starvation can impair · 1 
rumen motility. u Rumen ~ontractions be-

1 came. weak and were reduced to about o'ne 
half the normal rate in domestic sheep after 
6 days of starvation. u These factors greatly 
reduce tligestion. especially of fibrous ma .. 
!erial. When white-tniled de~r were fasted 16 
to ·30 days, alfalfa and cellulose digestibility 
dropped to below prestarvation rates." 

The time needed for the ruminant diges
tive tract to readjust to food following star
vation depends upon the length r:r1d severity 
of starvation. Two to 4 days are apparently 
required for corrtpkte recovery f ollowin 2 to 
4 avs o as m . pprox1mately 2 weeks 
arc necessary for domestic s eep to recover 
from 27 days of.: st.arvo.tion .... Starved·. 
ruminants do not cat large quantities when"' 
suddenly allowed access to unlimited · 
amounts of. food.· At. least 4 days nre r~· '.· 
,quired bcfor1' food ~ntnkc of goat5 returns to 
normal following short-term starvation,•~· 
·and <> weeks may be"nceded following long ... 
:·, rm t!".I~ ti 11 " · · · .•.C ~"""',a on ... ··. ·-.. -,: .. ·r :.· ;':. . . . . 

T~xplnins why lt is not uncommon for 
>'11"''~""""'.:. CA r!~A ort~f' !h!!U !'"'''"'"'~"'"' «:11n. 

/;: plcmentul !'.:d following prolon:sed starva
.~\ ti~bvhy ruminants so~S 
/~·th.up.ring grcen-uo. Thcy·cnt1:r these s1tt:~
,.:~'. t~on~. in wcnkcned.cgnd!_t.1.on w1:11<.Tigcst1ve 



.. ~·t:'.~:·t:; .'.~~iL:~i~~=-ii9~f_!j;!LL0i~-~~~~il.~~:~~L .. j 
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:'.;' ~·:::::~ (~~:;: s::vcnl d.:tys are rc;:D.Jli.L«Lf.Qr l 
rum-::n flora to adjust to a di::t rich in the i 

:._:..··readily av2.dJ.Dle ca rboh yd rates that are 
:-. "c:i.ouncfa.lit m new spn~g grnwth and in some ... 

·.formulated cmergc·ncy rations. In the case of · 
·:-:spring green-up,· another factor must be. 
'.:'..:·overcome. New growth of forage in. early 
·;.spring is i.;ery high in water content, and .it is J 

difficul\ for ruminants to consume adequa\c, 
amounts of dry matter until after the fora!}c 
reaches about 5 cm in l!eight. Therefore, 
ruminants subjected to abrupt diet=iry 
changes, e.g., new spring growth or during 
emergency f ceding, fo1lowing severe starva
tion must have enough body reserves to liye 
in a negative energy balance for up to 2 aqdi
tional weeks, the time r·equired .for the ani- : 
mal to adjust to the new di.et and enter into a 

· positive energy balance. Failing to do so, 
:some ruminants die of starvation ev~n 

though r~_od is av~ilable to them. . · I 
· Adult ruminants are·able to store tremen- 1 

· dous amounts of nutrients within their body 
tissues; c·aptive muie deer have been able to 

·survive complete starvation for 64 days. and 
still recovci wh~n fed. 0 Ruminants under 1 
year of age do not have the ability to store as 
much bod_y resen·e and are more ~us~eptible 

1 to sta'tvat1on. In general, death ts likely to I 
o.ttur wh~n adult pnjmal lmes aripr_px- I 
imatdy 25 to 30 percent of the weight it had I' 

attained in the fall. · 

Physiologic energy requirements are sat
. isfied by any or all of four energy sources. 
. Consumption of food is the first. and most. 
:. obvious sourte of energy. If food intake is . 

.·-:.inadequate, energy stored in body tissues · 
:. provides the other sources of energy. Gly

.. · cogen (a· polysaccharidc which is tht' chief · 
· · .. co.rb.ohydratc storage mo.tcri~. in animals) is· 

... of little significri.nce during long-term starva-. 
: ·· tion as it is the O.rst stored energy source tc 
. :· cc utilized. Glycogen mpplics '1.rc smo.H and : 
· .. bc,ome exhausted. ir: a few hows.u.•u ~oC.y :~ 

. fo!. · nnd protein (the other two cn.;•f.Y .1,j 
'. rn11r,.-,..~\ -Or• n.r"h..,l,Ju 11tiJj7,~,J ff>01";n.~i fipr." 

i·.!6 ,. ... :-·, t:!(ion. ··~ l\'1u.sc1c protein may be 
:: .. hiiz~d to a much greater degree than · 
\' 0uid be suppos~d from the observed loss in .. 

· 1.~ocly weig,'H •1.'J. For example, dairy cows: 
h::ive ·1cr)' large reserves of labile protein; up".·· 
lo 27 percent . of their weight is readily 
available as protein, and up to 50 percent of 
their body protein can be catabolize<l durin~ 
periods of energy shortage.•~ 

B the time an arJmaJ dies of starvatic--
most bo0.' tant1a 
protein wiU have bel!n catabolizcd. The rat~ 
·J! prctciii catabolism seems t.o vary. Durinz 
c'Y.treme coid and undernourishment, a shar9_ 
increase in utilization of protein reserv~s oc·· 81 

::l.::-s. 1 ~" T:-i.~ r.:i.tio of fa1 to p:-otein c;1t2.::c

lizcd ciurin.s undernutrition is g~nc-nl'.; 
~.hO'Jght to C~pend Oil the amount of store.: 
fat.• &0,w Fat animals (usu2lly ad ulls) tu.ilizc 
r:iOze .fat tr.ar.profiin. espcdally in e_;ujy 
stages or starvation; young animals. wbjs:'.1 
tr~vesmaller fat rcserws lit iii_ze more pro
tCTrlthan-rat.Tmmature sheep pariially 
staived fer 42 days utiliud both fat and pro
tein as c11ergy; the rate of utiiization was in 
proportion to the relative ap:!9U,fjltS of thos:: 
tissues in the body. 1

4' After al!Ja.t is utilized, 
there is a rise in nitrogen'· e·x~retion, in
dica_ting additional protein' catabolism just 
prior to death. 

Wild ruminants have adapted phys;a. 
logically to cope with some dietary ·de
ficiencies that result from consumption of 
poor quality forage. They obtain energy 
from poor quality roughages if the reti~ 
culorumen provides a suitable environmen·c 
for the rum.en microflor:a. Food sources on 
most winter ranges do not provide adequate 
minerals and nitrogen needed for an op
timum rumen environment. In orde:i to as
sur~ a suitable rnmcn <:n'-'iron:nent. rumi
nants appear to be abk to store in ~heir 
tissues m~n1:rals and nitrogen whic}'i 2.!~. 
scc~ctcd into the rumen during win!er ·. · 
months. No kss than SL"\ miperals ·are rt:-

. moved frorn blood. Md secreted ln'.o ~he 
tumen. 12 Ruminants recycle some of these 
rn.:tdcnts, 1.hcrcby retaining them fo.r: reuse 
by rumen mkrQOr~~.nisnu, Up t(' n ,e:.i:':~:~ 
o.~ the rumen n.it!ogcn of whit~-!aikd deer. h ~ .. 

(rccydcd~ 111 AH.hough ·rumhi.ants i;.an 1Ap- .. 
. I I \.., • rld. • . . 1 r. ; 
p~rcnt y O:..Jtaut .a... itwna.~ we.rzy .:.mm . 

. rot..\,gha.g~.li via rccyding of nu~rkn~.s, M. · . 

forage quality decrca5es and fiber and llgnin ~ 
content of f?rages increases. the amoul)t ofJ! 
energy. obtameq eventually becomes fnnde-1 

\\ quate •.. -~~·:"·.;: _.' :;_..:/\;·::::\)·~.:·~:.'.::U;\(j/."'.".-.. ~· ~(}:·<:~J 
... : .. SusetptlblUty· to~· Starvatf9'n ::.Jn Wyom.ing 1~j 

most \ltild ruminants are faced with marginan 
or inadequate food for 4 to S months during~ 
winter and early spring. Several factors in .. 

· fluence their ability· to. survive. this period_ .. 
"· Juvcnilesp ycarUngs.- and "Very ojd animals.:'. 

are raost susceptible t~ starvation; th=·Y enter· 
· wint~r wi~ fewcr'bodyreserves. Old.animals· 
... o~t~n cannot consum~ ·adequate ~mounts of. 
. wint~: forage because of tooth w:enr; they;· 

therefore, have low nutrient intake. Young 
animals also have g'reater nutritional re~ 
quirements per unit . of body weight than 
adul~s. Up to 60 to 70 percent of winter star
vation dczths may consist of animals !es:; 
thar. l yec:r of age. 

in .s.ddi~ion io age, there are other impor
tant factors that determine the extent of 
animal losses due: to 5tarvation. Duration of 
winter is very critical because. it determines 
the length of !!me ruminants must depend on 



ood/ r~serves and lo'N qu3lity f.Jrnge for nu-: 
tri~r;:j. One-: ··,i1inter begins, most rnminantsl 
v/iil b~ very ne3r, or in, a ncgJtiYe energy\ 

. balance. Early wintei.~~u.s_Jb'J<;I" th?!! 

be &L1Jn.J~ o v ember. v,_ith._cke p and pe.r_siil~ t ! 
~_ov~m.c.cially apt to__ill1llL.inj 
s_;_g.rv_atio.n_ Severity of weather from mid-1 
:November to mid-December seems to be an I 
important indicator of the degree of starva
tion losses that may occur later in winter. \ 
Also, when deep- snow and severe col . • \ 
tend cxceot10na y at:: mto s~ 
.12. s ta rva t.ion..c.an ~ exp cct ed. \ 

Availability of cover and it.> relationship \ 
to the severity of cold winter temperatures· 
and wind aff ~t5 survival. ln addition to · 
breaking up wind currents, cov~r ruso pro~ ' 
vid'!s some radiant heat which animals uti~ t 

. Uze. iu .Cold tt:mperatureS lncreru~ energy re-_<j 

.·' quiremcnts> resulting in ·qulckcr utilization 
· of body res~rves. White-tailed deer weighing . 
: · ~O ~ on maintenance n"utrition at 30 C utl
). llieo e.oout ~~ Ka\~(\!~ p'!! ho~!' wn!!n e~·:. 

. . 9 2 ~- h . d • ., .· .· - ·:· ~: posed to 1 • 1'.lu per. our mn. . . .. · .. · · .. ~ ... 
~ ~\ Su.~<:~Pt.ibility or rurninMt!. ·.to . wlnt~r· 
.f &tnrvntion fa ireaHy influenced by adcqua.cy 
:t·· (If summer and fall ranges. w Animals that 
: hav~ acc~ss .to high «iuality. forage. and. CX·Y: 
-~ ptriencc small energy· demands· during sum~·.?::· 
.:mer. 'and·. fall .. a.ccumulnte."'more reserves.\~.:: 
:·.~ror~. winter than· th9se;anirnar~· .iha(.hay(:; 

·high. en~rgy. 'dez:i.~~ .. ds .. ~e .. ·_.'g.~·_r.~o~ ... ~ l~ct .. at_iort,~fl ·growth; ·exc~ss1ve._.haras~me~ti;'._ctc.).:: an.d .:.; 
come.' from··_poor'.stimine(and. fall .ranges· •. :,::;. 
This niay be eV!dcnt on· winter ranges ·where·.;. 
some·: animals. Of a:given., age" and SC~ ·die of:~:l: 

:.stanratiori \11'.hil~.othe~s)urvi.ve. :A likely_ ex-<~ 
·planat!on ·is· that ·m~py.:indivjdua!s".: that· ~ie J· 
_may sp.en:d. s~m~ner., or>~Jai.l_·q~::range~ .;~f.~;d 
· poo~ei:_ quahttt?.C~.A~~tj-rno~~- e.ncrgy .PnC?r.--~q 
··to \"tfater than those that suriive: Good year;.~~/ 
·round ·habitat arid ·mi.irlt~ori-are· :Very:impori':'·? · 
tani~ Wjncer range·requiremcnts .depend, in· .. ', 
part~. on \¥hat: ~~as. avapa~le .~~n othe('sea>:.~. 

son al unges: ~:: ,: ·.~",./ :.: :\''. \ :X · ·: '.: .{ : ~:i 
Th~ C-0nsequf.!nces oi Siana1lon · Nutntion ::'I 
affects the e;;;:tent of winter mortalities due_tp · ·i 
staiYation, reprqductive success, and re~ : ! 
s1stance to some d.iseases and parasite~. Well l 
nourished animals, howevei, may be no I 
more able to resist viral and some other . ! 
infections than malnourished animals. 1

' · i 
Winter-tleath of v.;i;d ruminants are the most · 
readily observed effects of inadequate nutri- ~· 

. tion. The effect of starvation-induced mor- · . 
tali ties· may be· great and persist for many·. 
years. Evidence of the severe winter of 1973 
in the upper Platte River drainage could be 
seen in the age structure of these mule deer 6 

. years later. Such losses can be anticipated to· 
ocrur periodically in Wyoming, especially 
arnong deer and .antelope. Death rates of 5 to .i 82 

6 p~:rccr.t by animals that produce single off
Sj)ri.ng and 10 to 12 percent by those foat 
comrr.cnly produce twins are not t:nusuaJ 
and probably are acceptable. : .. · . _ " 

Effects of disease and parasitism. due· to · 
~owered r~s,stancc. jn undernourished ~.n.\
ma~s are difficult to qu~ntify and often go~ .. 
unno!k"!d. These effects mav occur throug.~. ·. · 
out. ~he y~ar; a\though .. \hey ·ari;.-.mos~ com·:~:: 
mon An winter. Irnd .spdng;. nre· \lsually. ~ 

. iso!a1.ect in occunence; l\.nd usually hwolv~ .' · 
onJv a f~w .animals at a·nv Qni; time.··.· ·. ·-.. ::~·. 

~- · ·. 'suirvat!on lowe.r-s ·.r.ep~oc\!ctlve sticces~~ n·./.: 
l05~ that B not .r('..,:\d.ily .noticed f!Yen when·.:~-· 
~:adu!~ rntio.~ ye determlnec, Prc~rn~n~·}: 

. (ern::\.k:s wo~ect ·devdo,p\ng fctu-ses by .<;M· ."': 
"-bolizing much of their own faL and pr.o·< .: ... . . . . . . :·. . ·~. 

{~:~ttj_nA·res.ci:fil ... Pregnant femnles that C>\· :1 

~t· eriencc·prolonged or sev tion ma ·: 
~:ranort· or re or t e ·. · · ·1· 

\.tiken.:·bac~ into the· mother,s.5ysh:m and· 
~:~ 9·one5.may be held in the· utcr'u.s CFig~ 131) or : 

::ii;·e~u~~~.;::: .. ·:·~~·_/~, ./:!.~.)~'.~~ ;~iFF~-~:.~r. < .-.:'~·:· :;:: ·:~ .. ::. \ 
· Starvation that e~tends into Late gesta-; · 
· ti on -·nfay cause birth of small young that l 

have reduced chances of survival. Elk cows: 
that lost over 3 percent of thelrbody weight 

. during the last h?.!f cf ge.station (January io 
... just prior to parturidon) gave birth to ~mall 
-.. calves with much lower chances of .survival .: 
·· than calves born to cows that maintained Ii 

weight. The l percent body weight. loss im-
. mediately prior to calving actually repre

sented about a 1.5 percent loss because. the 
calf and products of conception at birth ,Vere i 
about 10 to 12 percent of the cow's weight. : 
Under captive conditions, dk calves we.igh-: 
ing at least 16 k at birth had a 90 percent· 

. chance of survival; fewer than 50 percent o.f 
·· the calves wdghing under 11.4 le survived. 1

t1
1 

Preliminary results of current 1e1;e2rch '"l:h 
. e!k in Wyumirig -:tnd ·'Work done with do~ 

. : mestic livestock indicate mature females mav . 

. ; .. ;.be abl~ to los~ lar.~e anioun~s of bo<ly weig.h't 
-~·"during the first two-thirds of ges,ation and 
· stiB produce healthy offspring, if wdL 

:- nourished during t~e las~ 30 to W days. of 
.: riestl\tion/,•.••.: . . ·,.· -· · · : · · 

to. lJ . ... .·. · .. •. ' . . . - . 

;'~<·:· .. _Starvation during zc:-stnfJon also affects. 
.!~:reproductive rates in dccr. rn·1 '.':2 ~J .. !n 1962 0 

: .. · .. vermern repor~e<!° that when winter and 
:., .. spring' m~triUonal levels were 1ow cw car 3J 
·: .-,erccnt of the white-tailed deer fawns born .;. 

to malnourished does died within 48 hours 
after birth. These deaths resulted .from 
fawns being born in very poor physical con-
dition, fawns too small to reach the doe's 

. teats, fawns not permitted by the doe to 
suckle, and delayed lactation or no mil~ 
available to the fa wi1s, La ngenau and Lerg 1 

}o 

studied t.vinter nutritional stress on matern::ll 



~-; ~::.: rL::~~r:~t~J bchJv!or of ·..:.r .. h~te-tai:ed Jee;. 
~,Ic.:it ~~c~·~~J.t:J.l fa·s:i mcrt;:iiily resulled fro!'l1 
r~j c...:tio.ii cf the fawn; fJ.-s~s which did i:::-:,~ 
nurse died v;ithin 77 hours after birth. I:~ 
nearly Jll cases, when a doe rejected Oi1e of;:-: 
~ct of twim, she rejected the ether. Does th2.~ 
;:-cccivc:d good nutrition duriilg winter nursed 
their fawns :T"!Ore often; this has a!so been 
demonstrated in Rocky i\fountain bighorn 
shecp. 101

•
1
:i Studies in Montana showed 

reproductive rc::i.tes of surviving pronghorn 
antelope ranged from 39 to 55 fawns per 1 OJ 
does foliowing a severe winter. 119 

PrcYent!on and Control · Maintatning 'rlild
iif c populations within the~ 
af tr.cir habitat !S the ~est tncahs Of prcven-
~ta1 vauon. Critical habttat of wildlife 
~u!d be protected and carefully managed 
to maintain it in good condition; !and use 
plarlnirig is vital for the protection of 
habitat. \Vildlife habitat is steadily decreas
ing because of urban expansion, road con
struction, mining, and other developments. 
When possible, these activities should be 
restricted· to areas and times not c:-itical to 
wildlife. Land :-eclamation following min ins 
off crs land managers the opportunity to pr~
vide habitat. 

Su lementnl feeding of s~arving wild 
ruminants ts an a1tcrna ivc wing star~ 
vatlon ~0 OCC'Jr during unusua!ly scv'=rc con~ 
d11.1ons. Feeding of game animals should no~ 
L~ considered until all other opt10ns hav~ 
been examined, Many elk and some moos<,> 
ha vc been routinely fed each winter in nor~h· 
wcst<:rn Wyoming. The major rcrtson for ; 

most of this feeding is dama)?.e prevention, i 
a!t.hough many ~lk are fed to !)rt'vcn~ .Ci~arvn. ~ 
1.\on b~causc of !oss of historic winter ranges, i 

Sur:1 1c.rnental feeding of frcc-rant'in r ~ i 
minants can be me . c 1 t t ·i I 
.s'~::1rv8.t1on .is advanced in ~S(lrne anjma!.s, ! 
"f,...,..,.,f't~,f"lr'\,.,,..:,..,.. ,,.,,,..7. --· .. fL--J, .. ____ I 

been successfully fed baled alfalfa hay dur
ing periods of nutritional stress. ·High 
quality second .or third cutting alfalfa is , 
ideal; alfalfa-grass hay mixtures are fair, but i 
gnm hay nlonc i~ marginal m : . '.tlcquat~ In 

1 

·emergency situations. Elk consume 4 to 5 kg : 
of good quality baled hay daily over an ex· · 
tended period; this is a maintenance ration. 
Feeding levels 3.5 low as 2.3 kg per elk per 
day help, but the elk remain in a negative . 
energy balance and starvation, although 
slowed. continues. 

Feed quality is especially impGriant with ; 
c!eer and pronghorn ant~lope. Their diges- J 

tive systems cannot obtam adequ2te energy : 
from roughages high in fiber. As a result, .iL 
suppiemental feed is expected to save lives, it J 

must Be ·a! high.quality. It 1s irnoortant thatl 
rations form ulatcd for emergency periods be ! -- --

83 
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abo~i t 30 percent grain, c .g., barley, :5 per
ccn t mobsscs, 65 percent alfalfa, plus 
vi'lzi.min and mineral supplements is probJbly 
suitable for starving deer and antelope. Soy
beJn meal (5 to 10 percent) can b~ added in 
place: of part of the alfalfa to increase pro
tein concentration. Commonly, baled hay is 
fed to deer and antelope during emergency 
sitGations. In rh~se cases, success depends on 
feeding high quality alfalfa at a level at 
which the animals are able to sati.sfy their ap
peti~c and yet not ioe forced to consume the 
lar£C s~cms. 

lt should be understood that rumino.n!s 
may?Orltinue to die after feeding has begun. 
because ,c;~ergcncy feeding programs usuaTiy '. 
are not rn1~1ilted Until starvation has ad· 
~d !00 !ar !or some animals to be saved. 
Afs6, hay of ten i~ not of sufficiently high 

1 

quari~y to provide maintenance nutrition for l 
deer and antelope. The number of animals I 
saved by emergency feeding depends on their I 
condition at the time f ecding is initiated, I 
quali~y and palatability of the f ced, and t.he I 
emount of feed provided, 

. ~~ . 
• I 

Diagnosis Starvat!on 1 ('Specially In ad.' 
y(tnced stages, may be easily diagnosed. 
Severa! methods have been used t.o deter. 
mine ~he degree or starvation; each has 

·often animals must be captured or· killed 
before physical condition can be ·~'·aluated. 
Therefore, visual assessment of tile condi- · 
tion of free-ranging ruminants has much 
vnluc. Anlrmi!s ln vNy good eon<lition nnd 
those very near death are easily recognized. 
However, the body condition of animals not 
falling into these extremes is difficult to 
assess. For example, deer are very near death 
tf_they have lost 25 percent of the maximum 
weight they had attained upon entering the:. 
wfoter. It can be extremely difficult to 
distinguish animals that have lost 10 percent 
of their weight from those that have lost 20 
pe•c~nt, especially when they are in winter 
pe}2ge. Animals in very good condition hav~ 
o. pelage that is healthy in appearance; 
however,. this can be misleading in late 
spring because well nourished ruminants 
shed earlier than undernourished animals 
and their hair coat looks rough and uneven 
though they are in good nutritional condi
tion. 121 Well nourished ruminants have a full 
a_nd rounded appearance; they have little if , 
any, demarcation between the neck and 
shoulders and their nbs arc not visible. On 
the other hand, ahlmals experiencing ad
vanced starvation <Ftg. 132) have a dull coat. 
a.n.9· the backbone and ribs may. be visible . 
(3lthough winter hair coats sometimes make 



the l~tter difficult to observe). The muscles, 
especially in the hir.dqu::irters and shoulders 
are riot full; the rlvis may be di~~ a 
definit~ demarcatiorlOef ween the neck and 
shoufcf.~rsfSPrcscnt; tneupper fore~s! 
a.is..tins.:..UtQm tfiCC11Cst; and the legs appear\ 
no~iccably thin. Finally, the skin may appeart 
loose, and weakness may be appnrent as the} 
e.nimo.l stands with the humerus in a horizon-1 
tal position and the back humped or sagged:! 
the outline of the scnpula and the spine oq. 
the scapula may be apparent. The face of1 
s..tarvd .. ..r..uminants may seem swOiten, wfiich 1 · 
is probab .. ly due to erect hairs. especially just .

1 
prior to death: Behavior of starving animals 
differs from that of healthy animals •. Well 
nourished ruminants from hunted popula
tions are ·commonly ·wary; weak, hungry. 
Mimals are much more tolecant. of humans, 

· ~s~ · as starvation advanc~ When · 
ceatn from starvation approv.ches, tiffccted ! 
animals bcco~e !cthargtc n~d unst~11dy ~·.then : 
steadiness due to muscle weakness have been · 
observed in severely undernourished domes
tic bulls."' 

. More information about their ·physical 
condition may be obtained from trapped 
animals. They can be palpated, and the 
amount of fat over the back and ribs and the 
degree of muscle atrophy can be determined. 
Pr.onounced backbone, ribs, and shoulder 
indicate much of the animal's reserves have 

·been exhausted (Plate 4. 7). e1g t o t esc 
animals also indicates their overall condition 
when compard to healthy animals. Al· 
though blood samples can be taken from live 

. animals, from a practical viewpoint it is 
unlikely that blood parameters reveal much 
more about the condition of the animal than 

. can be gained from observing and feeling it, 
but they are not as subjective as personal 
observation. 

0.ther techniques for evaluating physical 
condition require that the carcass be ex .. 
a.mined. Most determine the amounts of adi· 
pose tissue at various locations in the body, 
Bone marrow of the femur is commonly 
used to determine the body condition .'· 2 1 

[em oral marrow of adult animals is US('C!° 
1 

primarily for [~!.QI.ll~hitc in young I 
.anfrnaf0ls~rv~jj.Q_ta..oduce r'"d b!oo~ ccll.c; i 
- • ' ,- . r r v . . . I rntner t11an .i:unctiOi1 .QLLilllQ:n.,_~. r-:::r \f".;;; ! 

~i;~;lsta t~~ m ;; t be Ii rnfu.dJ.QJ\IllmalLl 
· which red blood cell forrn~tion is not oc• 1 
curring in the em oral marrow. 

Femoral ·marrow of adult ruminants in 
goodphysical cond1t1on is white in color and 
has the conSlStency o ar lmv 
(I5Jate V). As at r~serves are utilized.. the I 
aniou!1t of mt rn the marrow decreases. Mar· I 
row-or an nnimartnatrlied of starvation is : 
red or y,~11ow_r.i_coTor:- re~~:ar:arilf 
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'1ery~_gE_@J_1no_\!Lili~ V). However, cau· 
!ion :-nust be maintained wnen using marrow 
as ~n ii1dicator of starvation. Cccnsionaliy, 
femoral marrow of cmaciJ.tcd rnminants is 
gelatinous, but white rather than red or 
yellow; the mmrow, nevertheless, is low in 
fat content. A ?-elatinous consistency, re
g~!ess of coloi ,~es poor body conai
t1on. Or. tne other hand, o. solid and/or 
\~e marrow does not always mean the ani
mal was in good condition. 0 

Various techniques have been designed to 
measure the amount of femoral marrow fat. 
A compression method has been used with 
elk. ".7' This method involves removing a 
specific length of marrow from the femur, 
and standing it on end to dctermii1e percent
age of its original length that it compresses 
while standing. The degree of compression is 
inversely related to the amount of fat pres
ent. If laboratory facilities are available, the 
amount of marrow fat (ether-extract) can be 
precisely measured.· The dried weight of 
femoral marrow also provides an accurate 
m!asure of fat content."·''° In order to use 
these methods, it is nec':ssarv to determine or· 
have access to data that correlate the a:noun~ 
of femoral marrow fat present to body con- i 

dition. It is suggested that, in most cases, I 
unless detailed data arc necessary, visual! 
estimate of the fat content of the femoral· 
mar.row a.11d general body condition will suf-

; fice. -
. Hards" bas showA a sen¢ra1 pattern of 

f'lt_ utilization -occurs in malnourfaped mule 
,.cer. TJ1e first fat to disappear is off tho! 
rump anc1. back. Subcutaneo!Js fat is utHiT.cd 1

1

· 

next. followed by ommtal and perlrenal 
(around TfieITdfilys) fat, Fat can be found ·\1 

on the heart after the omcntal and pcrirena!. 
fif are gone, and the last stored lat to d1sap-
2ear lS m bn.ne mn.r.LQW, 

Fat is normally d~positcd :1rouf;~ ~0.~!: 
of the internal organs of the body; some in
vestigators have u'scd the amount of ··pe~i
renal fat to calculate a kidney-fat index 
(weight of fat surrounding the kidneys com .. 
pared to kidney weight and expressed as a 
fraction) to indicate the body condition of 
animals. This method has been used with 
many species of wild ruminants. How.ever, 
caution must be followed when· using the 
kidney-fat index, especially when com
parisons are being made at different times of 
the year, because the weight of the kidneys 
may change during the year." 

Starving ruminants continue to eat uruil 
they die, and necropsted ruminants which 
die of starvation ScidOdl Lave ctd empty 
rITmen, even though the rumen contents are 
usu~lly low quality forage. 



WILDLIFE HABITAT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
MN/DNR Section of Wildlife 

1. 

II. 

Approved Practice - Food Plots 

A. Annual plantings of 

1. Corn 
2. Corn/Sorghum 
3. Sunflowers 
4. Oats 
5. Soybeans 
6. Waterfowl pasture 

Second standing winter of previously purchased 

1. Corn 

Purpose 

a. To provide over wintering wildlife primarily white-tailed deer, 
pheasants, prairie chickens, Hungarian partridge and songbirds 
a reliable and adequate source of food and to moderate private 
lands occupancy of big game herds and migratory waterfowl flocks. 

III. Specifications 

A. Because the food plot program offers many opportunities to blend 
landowner, hunter and wildlife considerations, the Area Manager 
will be responsible for integrating the payment rate with local 
concerns, recognizing, however, that the primary goal is the main
tenance of desired wildlife populations on private lands. 

B. Wildlife food plot consumption should be planned for 100% utili
zation. This requires periodic inspection, knowledge of histori
cal population trends as well as application of short-term and 
long-term management goals. This may prove quite important in the 
vicinity of migratory waterfowl and big game refuges. Food plots 
which are under utilized reduce opportunities for cost share es
tablishment in other needed sites. Also, compensation rates are 
compromised as landowner receives a dis-proportionate return on 
grain after harvesting. 

C. Food plot shall remain standing until April 1 of the following es
tablished crop year unless otherwise stated in agreement. 

D. Food plots should be established pursuant to U of M - Ag. Exten
sion and USDA recommended chemical and mechanical treatments for 
tillage technique utilized by cooperating farmer. Minimum and no 
till techniques should be favored. 
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E. Site selection may be in response to wild~ife crop depredation, 
however, crops purchased must be essentially undisturbed and com
pensation cannot be applied to crops already consumed. See State
wide Standards for Emergency Corn Food Plot Purchases. 

IV. Site Eligibility Requirements 

A. Location 

1. Statewide 
2. Soils and climate must be suitable for crop selected 

B. Funding Sources 

1. WHIP (G&F fund) account; private lands only. 
2. DHIP account; private and public lands. 
3. Pheasant Habitat Stamp account; private and public lands with 

preference to private. 
4. Gifts account; as stipulated by gift agreement. 
5. Deer Depredation Reserve account; private lands only. 

C. Other site guidelines are at descretion of Area and Regional 
Managers, however, strong preference should be shown for sites per
mitting the harvest of wildlife unless sustained refuge situation is 
part of management goal. Regional Supervisor, Private Lands -
Coordinator, Research Group or species advisory committee should be 
consulted prior to food plot establishment in a refuge system. 

V. Cost Sharing 

A. Without USDA Land Retirement Program 

1. Emergency Rates - see State Standards for Emergency Corn Food 
Plot Purchases - Section of Wildlife memo dated 11/5/82. 

2. Regular Food Plot Rates - i.e., WHIP, DHIP or Pheasant Habitat 
Stamp funded. 

a. Minimum grain cost reimbursement rates are the U of M 
Agricultural Extension Grain Budgets for appropriate soil 
area which include these cash cost items. A similar cost 
analysis technique for a cooperating farmer may be also 
applied. 

(1) Machine planting rates for conventional, minimum till, 
no till techniques 

(2) Seed 
(3) Fertilizer nitrogen, ammonia, phosphorous, potassium 
(4) Fertilizer application rate 
(5) Spraying & Herbicide Costs 
(6) Cultivation costs 
(7) Taxes 
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Budgets for 12 soil areas of Minnesota and stipulated crops are 
available from the Private Lands Coordinator. 

b. Maximum grain cost reimbursement rate is 125% of above. 
c. If maximum rate is selected, payment should be adjusted 

downward to reflect the amounts of grain harvested and 
retained by landowner after expiration of a previous food 
plot agreement period. 

d. A negotiated cash land rental cost may be added to the final 
grain paymertt r$te. (A.2.a. and b.) With the addition of a 
land rental payment equaling the mean cash rental of that 
county and absolute maximum payment is reached. For mean 
cash rental rates see WHIP Nesting Cover Guidelines -
Appendix I. 

3. Two year food plot - Total cost sharing (I.B.) payment shall be 
a negotiated percentage of the previous years payment not to ex
ceed mean cash rental rate for county. 

B. With USDA Land Retirement Program if food plots are USDA approved 
for Conservation Use Acres. 

1. No WHIP land rental payment offered. 
2. V.A.2.a., b. and c. apply. 

VI. Agreement Processing 

A. Sign up period - January thru June. 

B. Payment processing - no later than Dec. 1st of crop year. 

C. Forms - Complete four (4) copies of Private Lands Agreement -
Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program - Food Plot - NA-01719-02. 
Distribute as follows: 2 Area, (1 copy used as inspection and 
payment form), 1 Region, and 1 landowner. 

D. Note fund source (IV.B.) on upper right corner of Food plot 
form. 
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SF-00006-03 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT Natural Resources - Wildlife Research Of/lee Memorandum 

TO: Blair Joselyn DATE: 2-1-84 

FROM: David Ingebrigtsen & John Ludwig PHONE:507-642-8478 
II II 3186 

susJECT: Deer Condition Update 

We have examined 10 adults from Regions IV and V since January 11. The 
healthy adults (see data sheets) include 2 that were shot, 3 roadkills, and 4 dog 
kills. All had ample back, visceral and marrow fat. Even the dog kills (which 
we would think to be the weaker deer) have ample fat reserves. An adult male in 
poor condition was found in a Redwood county wood lot where Ken Bonnema reported 
that feeding had just begun. The deer's rumen was full with corn and about a 
gallon of fluid, suggesting feeding probably was too late for this particular 
deer, and/or a problem caused by a load of corn after a period of no food. A 
fawn in similar condition was also picked up near this adult. (A road-killed 
adult doe also has been reportd to us from Jackson county in poor condition - 52% 
marrow fat). 

We have examined 17 additional fawns from a wide area of the southwest. 
Cripples account for 3 of these (shaded on data sheet). Except for the cripples 
and 2 fawns that died from starvation, the fawn marrow fat levels are sufficient 
for life. Levels in the 80's appear to be normal for fawns. When they drop into 
the 70's they are dipping into their reserves. Most fawns examined have very 
little back fat or visceral fat. 

Apparently most groups of deer in southwest and south central MN are being 
fed. It appears that most of the adults are in good shape and can survive more 
subzero periods with continued feeding. The fawns are walking a thin line, 
however. A prolonged cold period may deplete their marrow fat reserves resulting 
in more losses even with supplemental feeding. Managers should be made aware 
that some deer in poor condition may be lost due to problems caused by 
overloading with unlimited corn after a period of no food (see attached article). 

DI:JL:jl 
Enc: 1-Updated 1984 Winter Condition Data Sheet (1-11-84) 

3 New 1984 Winter Condition Data Sheets (2-1-84) 
Reprint 

cc: L. Nelson 
H. Shepperd 
R. Holmes 
A. Berner 
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1985 Pheasant Stamp 

1984 Pheasant Stamp 

Pheasant stamps generate about $500,000 
annually,.of which about 90 percent goes toward 
upgrading habitat on private lands and in roadsides. 
In 1983, Minnesota became the third state to 
institute a Pheasant Stamp Program. It requires 
hunters to purchase a special $ 5 stamp along with 
their general hunting license. The DNR conducts an 
annual contest to select the winning design for each 
stamp. 

1983 Pheasant Stamp 


